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Bar association to review Lukianenko case
. CHICAGO, III. - T h e American Bar
Association (ABA), apprised of the case
of the incarcerated Ukrainian lawyer
Lev Lukianenko, voted unanimously at
its mid-year meeting he.`e Saturday,
February 2, to review his case for the
purpose of eventually seeking his re
lease.
The matter was raised by Myroslaw
Smorodsky, chairman of the special
committee for the defense of Lukia
nenko of the Ukrainian American Bar
Association (UABA), during the ple
nary session Of А В A's section on indivi
dual rights and responsibilities.
In 1975; the ABA's house of delegates
adopted the "rule of law resolution"
which authorized the ABA president to
express the concern of the association
regarding the persecution, arrest or
detentioirof foreign lawyers who, in the
exercise of their professional responsi
bilities, defend unpopular clients or the
rule of law.
"The procedure to implement the rule
of law resolution is quite complex,"
stated Mr. Smorodsky. "It requires the
matter to be reviewed by three separate
sections of the ABA, which meet at

different times in various places in the
United States."
In addition to the section of the
individual rights and responsibilities,
the others involved in the "rule of law
resolution" procedures are the interna
tional law section and the standing
committee on law and world order.
During the presentation to the ABA,
Mr. Smorodsky emphasized that Lu
kianenko is the only known lawyer
presently inprisoned by the Soviets for
his beliefs by the Soviets.
In 1976, Lukianenko was one of the
founding members of the Ukrainian
Helsinki monitoring group. As its
member and as an attorney and jurist,
Lukianenko pointed out the Soviet
government's abridgment of individual
rights and freedoms and the infliction of
-injustices under the guise of law.
Mr. Smorodsky argued that Lukia
nenko is being unjustly persecuted not
for any criminal acts, but for the
exercise of his professional responsibi
lities in the defense of the concept of the
rule of law. As such, the ABA rule of
law resolution should be implemented
in support of Lukianenko. :

The Ukrainian American Bar Asso
ciation, at its annual meeting in October
1979, created the Lukianenko defense
committee in response to a specific
request by Lukianenko that an Ameri
can lawyer from the UABA be assigned
to aid in his defense. Lukianenko made
this request in January of 1978, but the
request found its way to the West only
recently.
In addition to Mr. Smorodsky, for
mer president of the UABA, the Lukia
nenko defense committee also consists
of Victor Rud, Adriana. Choma and
George Stepanenko, chairman of the
UABA board of governors. These
attorneys were chosen by the UABA
board of governors since they have
previously worked in other defense
campaigns, notably with Ramsey Clark
in the defense of Mykola Rudenkoand
Oleksa Tykhy, and with Burton Hall in
the defense of Oleksander Serhienko.
In addition, Messrs. Smorodsky and
Rud were among the founding members
of the Helsinki Accords Legal Defense
Committee, whose membership in
cludes, in addition to Messrs. Clark and
Hall, such prominent attorneys as
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`r Lev Lukianenko
Melvin Wulf, former legc '` `'`'-v n
the American. Civil Liberties Union,
Joseph Pomerant of the Canadian Bar
Edward Bennett Williams of the Dis
trict of Columbia Bar.
In addition to presenting the Lukia
nenko case to the ABA, the Lukianenko
defense committee has worked closeh
(Continued on page 5)

Ukrainian rights activists stage protest actions at Olympic sites
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. - A group of
young Ukrainian activists of the "Smoloskyp" Organization for the Defense of
Human Rights in Ukraine drew hun
dreds of supporters here on Main Street
near the hockey arena Wednesday,
February 20, to the cause of boycotting
the Summer Olympics in the Soviet
Union.
Earlier in the day the group, which
has been staging protest actions here
since Saturday, February 16, dispatch
ed a telegram to President Jimmy
Carter voicing support for his stand on
the boycott of the Summer Games in
Moscow as a result of the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, reported the
"Smoloskyp" Ukrainian Information
Service.
Scores of reporters virtually besieged
the protesters here, seeking interviews
and asking for information literature
that the group was disseminating in
thousands of copies. ABC-TV, which
televises the Winter Games nationally,
showed footage of the demonstration
during the evening broadcast and
carried a brief interview with Andrij
Karkoc.
Later that evening, the group staged
yet another protest action during the
USSR-Canada ice hockey game.
Another demonstration was planned
for Friday, February 22.
The actions were launched Saturday.
February 16. with the dissemination of
bumper stickers, buttons and pamph
lets. The stickers and buttons bore the

following inscriptions: "Moscow Olym Free Europe-Radio Liberty. Some
pics - No," "Invasion of Ukraine — 1.500 copies of a press release і n`formi ng
1920. Afghanistan - 1980." The pam correspondents about a press confe
phlets called for an end to Soviet rence were distributed to journalists in
Russian colonialism in sports and the international press center.
contained a letter addressed to Lord
On Monday. February 18. at 2 p.m..
Killanin of the International Olympic "Smoloskyp" members held a one-hour
Committee, calling for a boycott of the press conference at the Lake Placid
Moscow Olympics. That evening at the Town Hall. Over 20 journalists were
USSR vs. Poland ice hockey game present, including Agence France
members of the group displayed three
large banners from the arena balcony,
though they were later forced by the
police to take them down. The banners
bore slogans "Freedom for Ukraine"
and "No Moscow Olympics."

Presse. the Christian Science Monitor
The New Yorker. Voice of America
Rado Free Europe-Radio Liberty. De
Stern and many others.
The press conference was opened an.
moderated by Peter Kaczmar. A state
ment by "Smoloskyp" calling for
change in the site of the 1980 Sumrnt
Olympics and for Ukraine's indepen
(Continued on page 5)

Five Ukrainian Canadians
returned to House of Commons

On Sunday, February 17, upon the
request of several dissident groups in
the USSR. "Smoloskyp" members
asked for a meeting with representatives
of the IOC in order to present the
dissidents' documents concerning the
Moscow Olympics. At the same time
the Ukrainian group, along with seven
Harvard students including two Af
ghans and a Ukrainian, jointly staged a
highly visible demonstration protesting
arrests in Ukraine and the invasion of
Afghanistan.
The protesters called for a change in
the location of the 1980 Summer Olym
pics and for the independent participa
tion of Ukraine in the Games. News of
the demonstration, including an inter
view with Andrij Karkoc. was broad
cast into the USSR by the Voice of
America. An interview with Osyp Zinkewych was broadcast by the Radio

Dauphin Riding gets first Ukrainian MP
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Five Ukrain
ian Canadian members of Parliament
were re-elected to the House of Com
mons in Canada's general elections on
February 18 and one. Canadian of
Ukrainian descent was elected to Parlia
ment for the first time. The W,eekly
learned' from the Canadian Consulate
General.
The five incumbents are Harvie
Andre (P.C.-Calgary Centre. Aha.),
Ray Hnatyshyn(P.C.-Saskatoon West.
Sask.), S.J. Korchinski (PC-Macken
zie, Sask.), Steve Paproski (P.C.-Ed
monton. Centre, Alta.) and William
Yurko (P.C.-Edmonton East, Alta.).
The f`reshmen;parliamentarian is
Laverne Lewycky (D.N.P.-Dauphin,
Man.).

Paul Yewchuk (P.C.-Athabasca
Alta.) did not campaign in this year'
elections.
Joe Clark's Progressive Conservativ.
government, which was elected inn
office in May 1979, was defeated by th:
Liberal Party. Former Prime Ministc
Pierre Elliot Trudeau was unprece
dently returned to office after a ninemonth absence. He is expected to form
his cabinet within one month.
A spokesman for the Canadian Con
sulate General told The Weekly that
there is no information yet whether or
not Mr. Trudeau will support Mr.
Clark's call for a Canadian boycott of
the Summer Olympic Games in Mos
cow, .``.-.v. .-.'v. . . . - ..
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jWCFU adopts decolonization mottd ioir 1980
' ч. гчт
- ± TORONTO, Ont. - . The Presidium
"otW WCFU Secretariat adopted at its
^FBbrtiary 2 meeting in New York City
ttis motto "For the secession of Ukraine
' frerfP the USSR and the re-establish-tngnt of an independent democratic
'Ukrainian state" as its main directive
A t f 1980.
jHJ`he Presidium met in New York at
Чйге. Central Office of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America. Pre
sent at the meeting were: Mykola
Plawiuk, Metropolitan Mstyslav
Skrypnyk, the Rev. Mitred Myroslaw
Charyna, Ivan Bazarko`, Stefania Sawchuk, Wasyl Bezchlibnyk, Ignatius
Billinsky, Prof. Bohdan Hnatiuk.
George Danyliw, Bohdan Doliszny, Dr.
Roman Drazniowsky, John Flis, Ivan
Oleksyn, Dr. Roman Tracz and W0I0dymyr Masur.
External affairs

raine. The commission plans to organize trips in the spring to various
European countries before the autumn
meeting in Madrid.

3. To initiate a meeting between the
Presidium of the WCFU Secretariat
Ukrainian. Cooperative. Council, fra
and Ukrainian dissidents now residing
ternal associations, the League of
in the West in order to continue close
Ukrainian Savings and Loan Associa
cooperation and to formulate positions `.
tions and the Federation of Ukrainian
on important issues regarding the
Professionals and Businessmen. This
Ukrainian nation in Ukraine and ac
commission was formed at an econo
tions by the Ukrainian community in
mics meeting in Chicago on November
the free world.
3, 1979. It was also decided to send
4. To conduct, as recommended by copies of letters by Dr. Ml Cenko to
the WCFU World Council of Social members of the million-dollar WCFU
Welfare, fund-raising campaigns in Foundation and to send a letter of
countries where there is a Ukrainian gratitude to Mr. I. Borukh of Edmon
population to aid Ukrainian dissidents. ton, Alta., who contributed S20.000 to
In order to improve coordination of the WCFU Foundation.
such campaigns, the WCFU Presidium
5. To recognize the Committee for
appeals to the Ukrainian community to
send contributions to the designated aid the Defense of Yuriy Shukhevych,
organizations in their respective coun established under the auspices of the
tries, not to individuals as has happened Association of Ukrainian Organiza
in the past. In the United States funds tions in Australia, as the coordinating
are being collected by the United body for all actions in the free world.
Ukrainian American Relief Committee;
6. To appeal to the Ukrainian com
in. Canada — by the Social Welfare
Council. The Presidium noted that it munity to observe the 30th anniversary
of
the death of UPA Commander-in
would like to bypass conflicts of interest
so that all dissidents are treated alike. Chief, Gen. Taras Chuprynka (Roman
Shukhevych).

The World Congress of Free Ukrain
ians press service reported that the
following decisions in regard to external
affairs were made at the meeting:
1. In keeping with the request of the
Ukrainian National Liberation Move, ment in Ukraine, to intensify in the in
ternational forum WCFU actions di
rected at the decolonization of the
USSR and the re-establishment of a
Ukrainian state. The Presidium of the
Internal matters
WCFU Secretariat forwarded the "Peti
tion" of 18 Ukrainian political prisoners
to the secretary general of the United
Nations, the president of the General
The Presidium also made the follow
Assembly and the chairman of the ing decisions on matters of internal
Committee of 24 on decolonization.
.order ;-. ,, - 1 , -.-.-. .-,- -..-. -v. ijfti
' 2. To approve efforts of the WCFU
1. To plan and conduct the,WCFU
- Human Rights Commissibh," which on fund-raising campaign in May.
the threshold of the Madrid Conference
is publishing a series of documents in
2. To prepare the next plenary sesregard to the Helsinki Accords and their ion of the WCFU Secretariat for the
violation by the Soviet regime in Uk first half of June in Toronto.

Gluzman voted distinguished
^fetlow of psychiatrists1 ^roup
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Soviet
psychiatrist Dr. Semyon Gluzman was
voted to received the American Psychiatric Association's highest honor, distinguished fellowship, by the АРА
board of trustees.
The honor will be officially com
memorated at the A PA's annual meet
ing rh San Francisco in May, reported
Psychiatric News, the semi-monthly
newspaper of the АРА, in its February
1 issue.
Dr. Gluzman was born in 1946 in
Kiev and graduated from the Kiev
Medical Institute in 1969.
After completing his specialization in
psychiatry he was offered a position in
the Dnipropetrovske Special Psy
chiatric Hospital, but he declined the
job because he knew that the hospital
was operated by the KGB and the
Ministry of the Interior for the рифове
of confining dissidents.

3. To prepare by the end of February
a plan for the reorganization of the
WCFU bureau in New York.
4. To hold the next meeting of the
WCFU Foundation, created by the

for Dissenters" advising dissidents on
how to conduct themselves during
psychiatric interviews in order to avoid
being diagnosed as mentally ill.

7. To send to all member-organiza
tions, the press and radio programs
copies of the Cultural Affairs Council's
statement protesting the linguicide
conducted by Soviet authorities in
Ukraine and asking for these groups'
support in protest actions.
8. To send (as reported in The
Weekly on February 17) to all organi
zations expressing the belief that Myko
la Plawiuk cannot concurrently hold
the positions of president of the WCFU
and the Leadership of Ukrainian Na
tionalists letters with the following text:
"The Presidium of the WCFU Secre
tariat, at its meeting on February 2,
1980, reviewed your letter, in which you
express the opinion that Mykola Pla
wiuk cannot fulfill the duties of WCFU
president in light of his election as head
of a political organization, and made a
decision, taking into consideration all
facts, that there is no conflict of interest
which would require his resignation
from the post of WCFU president."
9. To hold a conference, (the WCFU
president is to initiate the planning) of
Ukrainian Church hierarchs in order to
discuss events affecting Ukrainian
Churches.

Representatives of youth, student
organizations visit Orthodox center
SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J. - ODUM; Roksolana Stojko and MaRepresentatives of ;the UCCA Confe rianna Hatala, SUSTA; and AskoM
rence of Central Ukrainian Youth and Lozynskyji UCCA vicenpresident' for
Student Organizations visited Arch youth affairs. Metropolitan Mstyslav
bishop Metropolitan Mstyslav Skryp was accompanied by the Very Rev.
nyk, head of the Ukrainian Orthodox Frank Estocin, rector of the St. Sophia
Church of the U.S.A., here at the ` Ukrainian Orthodox Seminary.
consistory on February 9.
Metropolitan Mstyslav said that
Metropolitan Mstyslav agreed to
designate March as the Month of special emphasis will be placed on
youths
and youth organizations in the
Ukrainian Youths and he added that the
publications of the Ukrainian Ortho course of the Ukrainian Orthodox
dox Church will feature articles on the Church's "Shevchenko Days" obser
importance of Ukrainian youth and vances in mid-March. He also said that
he will request Ukrainian Orthodox
student organizations.
parishes across the United States to
Present at the meeting were Myroslav hold special Divine Liturgies for the
Shmigel, SUM; Ihor Sochan arid his intention of Ukrainian youths around
son. Oleh, Plast; Andriy Shevchenko, the world.

Two persons join Lithuanian Helsinki group
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Месі– tenced to 25 years in the camps for his job. Jurevicius was one of the or
slovas Jurevicius and Algis Statkevicus active participation in the Lithuanian ganizers of the demonstration against
are the latest two persons to join the liberation movement. Released on June the violation of religious rights in
Lithuanian Helsinki monitoring group, 29, 1956, he was employed for 10 years August 1976 in Siluva.
There is less information available
reported the ELTA information bulle in the craft school of the Lithuanian
about Statkevicius, except for the fact
tin of the Lithuanian National Found і Association for the Blind.
He was constantly persecuted for his that he was forced into a psychiatric
ation.
The Lithuanian Helsinki group was religious and political convictions and hospital from which he was released in
on
January 10, 1975, was fired from his 1^970.
founded in November 1976. He
membership has since been depleted by
arrests, emigration and death. Balys
Gajauskas and Viktoras Petkus were
arrested last year and are now in labor
УМПЇНСЧ(ИЙ ЩОЛІННИК ЧЙШ?
UKRAINIAN
OA/iV
camps. (Gajauskas also joined a Hel
FOUNDED 1893
sinki group in the special regime camp
for political prisoners Zhch - 385/8,
Ukrainian newspaper published by the Ukrainian National Association, Inc., at 30 Montgomery
Street Jersey City, N.J. 07302, daily except Mondays and holidays.
Sosnovka, Mordovian ASSR.) Tomas
Venclova has been living in the United
TELEPHONES:
Svoboda
UNA
States since the beginning of 1977.
(20f) 434-0237
(201)451-2200
(201) 434-0807
The two remaining members of the
from New York (212) 227-5250
group, Ona Lukauskaite-Poskiene and
from New York (212) 227-4125
Eitanas Finkelsteinas, were joined by
Subscription rates for THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
the Rev. Bronius Laurivancius late last
J6.00 per year
UNA Members
year.
S2.50 per year

In 1972 Gluzman and two other
psychiatrists prepared an "In Absentia
Forensic-Psychiatric Report on Major
Gen. Petro Grigorenko." The report
criticized the use of psychiatry for
political purposes, noting that psychia
try "is a branch of medicine and not of
penal law."
Gluzman was arrested in 1972 and
Jurevicius has been frequently mensentenced to seven years of imprison
, tioned in the Chronicle of the Catholic
ment and three years of exile
He w.as` Птаї–'
.1 in 1974 Gluzman and Vladimir Bu- /CHurxNin. Lithuania;
1
kovsky wrote^'"ManBalof'Psychiatry arrested on May-29, W50,. and isen^'
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Raissa Moroz draws attention
to plight of Zynoviy Krasivsky

Anti-defamation league seeks Ukrainian
representation on Holocaust Council

NEW YORK, N.Y. - In a letter to
the editor of The New York Times
published on February IS, Raissa
Moroz issued a plea in defense of
Ukrainian human rights activist Zynoviy Krasivsky, who she said "is a
prisoner, though not behind bars."

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - The Philadelphia-based Ukrainian Anti-Defamation League has initiated a series of
actions, including meetings with White
House officials, to ensure that Ukrainians are represented on President Carter's Holocaust Council.

"Zynoviy Mykhailovych Krasivsky, a
Ukrainian writer, poet and historian,
was released from psychiatric hospital
in July 1978. His long confinements
have -caused, severe damage to his
health," wrote Mrs. Moroz.

On Thursday, January 24, Dzvinka
Shwed, president of the league, and
Ihor Mirchuk, secretary, traveled to
Washington, D.C., and held a series of
meetings with aides of both Pennsylvania senators, as well as White House
officials who are handling the matter.
Accompanying the two league officers
were Dr. Petro Mirchuk and Filaret
Lukianovich, both survivors of the
Auschwitz concentration camp.

She called Krasivsky an "intelligent,
sane and rational individual" and said
that his every activity is monitored by
the secret police. Mrs. Moroz fears that
another imprisonment for Krasivsky
would be fatal.
Mrs. Moroz began her letter by
thanking Western individuals and
organizations, the American government and the Western press for helping
win the freedom of her husband, Valentyn. She said that this same kind of
publicity could help other political
prisoners.
Below is the text of Mrs. Moroz's
letter:
In April 1979, my husband was
suddenly and miraculously taken out of
a Soviet prison and flown to the United
States, to freedom. Our family owes its
boundless gratitude to the efforts of
Western individuals and organizations
and to the American government.
J Nevertheless, had it not been for the
Western press, which publicized my
husband's name, I doubt that we would
be among the fortunate few who are
now free. For this reason, I would like
to call attention to the plight of a friend
who remains behind.
'
Zynoviy Mykhailovych Krasivsky, a
Ukrainian writer, poet and historian,
was released from a psychiatric hospital
in July 1978. His long confinements
have caused severe damage to his
health.

Raissa Moroz
denied the privileges enjoyed by most
Soviet citizens. Every move is monitored. He is a prisoner, though not
behind bars.
Neither Zynoviy Krasivsky nor his
wife, a physician, who is my closest
friend, are able to pursue their professions. Their sons are not permitted to
pursue the studies of their election.
Being treated as outcasts has adversely
affected their studies and their health.
The family has applied for permission
to emigrate, but it has not been granted.
Recently, Zinoviy Krasivsky became
a member of the Helsinki monitoring
group. Forthis reason his name appears
on the Sakharov list of persons in
danger of arrest. Another imprisonment is likely to be fatal. I can only hope
that this letter will help him.

Arrangements were made earlier to
meet with Sens. Richard Schweikerand
John Heinz; with Edward Sanders,
presidential aide and liaison officer
between the Holocaust. Commission
and the president; with Monroe Freedman, director of the U.S. Memorial
Council on the Holocaust; and Dr.
Michael Berenbaum, assistant director
of the council.
Thefirstmeeting took place with Sen.
Schweiker's aide Jay Behuncick, followed by a meeting with Sen. Heinz's
aide Bill Reinsch.
The league members informed the
aides about the millions of Ukrainians
who suffered at the hands of the Nazis
and voiced their concern that although
the league and other Ukrainian organizations had written letters to the holocaust commission, their requests of
having Ukrainian representation on the
commission had been totally ignored.
The senatorial assistants asked the

league members to give them proof of
discrimination against Ukrainians in
this matter and promised that they
would get back to their senators with
the information.
The next meeting, a 90-minute session, took place at the White House
with Mr. Sanders. During this meeting
the members voiced their concern and
displeasure that the Ukrainian American community has been totally excluded in this matter.
Mr. Sanders denied that Ukrainians
were being discriminated against and
informed the members that the commission on the holocaust was no longer
in existence and that presently a council
on the holocaust was in the process of
being formed. President Carter formed
the commission in November of 1978
and in September of 1979 the commission published a 40-page booklet in
which it gave account of all its findings.
In the booklet the commission made
certain recommendations, including the
erection of a museum on the holocaust.
Taking this into account, the league
members continued with their request
for a Ukrainian American on the council. Questions were directed at Mr.
Sanders about qualifications required
of candidates, how many members
would be appointed, who is in charge of
appointments and what is the deadline
for submitting.names.
Mr. Sanders answered that he did not
know of any deadline and that President. Carter was in control of the appointments. Mrs. Shwed and Mr. Mirchuk stated that although Mr. Carter is
in charge, there must be someone
(Continued on page 4)

Ukrainian Independence Day prayers offered in Congress

His most recent incarceration lasted
11 years. First he was sent to prison for
expressing dissenting views in a publication. Then he was sent directly to a
psychiatric hospital for writing dissenting poems in prison.
I assure you that Zynoviy Krasivsky
is an intelligent, sane and rational
individual. Nevertheless, he is categorized as insane by the authorities. His
movements are severely restricted. He is

White House thanks
Flis for support
on Olympic boycott
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Stephen R.
Aiello, special assistant to the president
for ethnic affairs, thanked UNA Supreme President John O. Flis for his
letter supporting President Carter's call
for a boycott of the Summer Olympic
Games if the Soviet Union does not
withdraw its forces from Afghanistan.
"On behalf of the president, I wish to
thank you for your letter regarding the
administration's policy on the Soviet
aggression in Afghanistan and on the
Olympic Games in Moscow. It is helpful
to us to know the views of the Ukrainian
National Association," wrote Mr.
.Aiejl'o.v
!.
--

The annual Ukrainian Independence Day prayer was read in Committee; Rep. Christopher J. Dodd (D-Conn.), M.
the Congress by the Very Rev. Frank Estocin of the Estocin, Rep. William S. Broomfield (R-Mich.), minority
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A. on January 24. head, Foreign Affairs Committee; Dr. Lev Dobriansky, Rep.
Following the brief ceremony, several congressmen, Dr. Lev O'Neill, Rep. John J. Moakley (D-Mass.), Rep. Peter W.
Dobriansky, president of the UCCA, the Rev. Estocin and Rodino (D-N.J.), chairman of the Judiciary Committee; the
their wives met in the chambers of House Majority Leader Very Rev. Estocin, Rep. James Wright (D-Texas), majority
Thomas O'Neill (D-Mass.). Photo above shows, left to right, whip; Rep. John J. Rhodes (R-Ariz.), minority leader; Rep.
the Rev. James D. Ford, chaplain of the House of Represen- Robert Michel (R-Ill.), Julia K. Dobriansky, Rep. James J.
tatives; Rep. Edward Patten (.D-N.J.), Mrs. F. Estocin, Rep. Florio (D-N.J.). Reps. Samuel S. Stratton 4D-N.Y.) and
John Brademas (D-Ind.), minority leader; Rep. Clement i. Edward i. Derwinski (R-lll.) lead the observances on the
' floor of. the House .of. Representatives. ;
-ZahloxkL^D^Wis.)v4:hairman bif the. Foreign Affairs fbM
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Anti-defamation.
(Continued from page .1)

involved in helping him make the
choices. In answer to this Mr. Sanders
again stated that it was up to the
president, but that letters of concern
could be sent to Stuart E. Eisenstat.
assistant to the president for domestic
affairs and policy, at the White House.
Mr. Sanders then added that he was
in total agreement with the league
members about Ukrainian representa
tion on the council and promised that
his secretary, who was taking minutes
of the meeting, would inform the
president of what transpired here.
After that session, the Ukrainian
group and Mr. Sanders went to their
next meeting with Mr. Freedman and
Dr. Berenbaum at the holocaust coun
cil.
Mr. Freedman said that although he
understood that Ukrainians also suf
fered at the hands of the Nazis, the
council is not made up in such a way as
to give equal representation to all ethnic
groups. In answer to this, Mrs. Shwed
stated that they are not asking for all
ethnic groups but only for those who
suffered at the hands of the Nazis. Mr.
Freedman continued that even if there
was no Ukrainian representative on the
council, the atrocities perpetrated
against the Ukrainians would not be
forgotten, for the council would be
made up of specialists who would be
aware of all facets of the Nazi atrocities.
In answer to this Mrs. Shwed asked
Dr. Berenbaum if he was one of the
specialists who visited Babyn Yar in
Ukraine and placed a wreath on the
monument. She stated that the inscrip
tion of the wreath was in Russian,
He,brew.and Yiddish, omitting the
mother tongue of t he country in which it
was placed and totally ignoring thou
sands of Ukrainians there buried.
Dr. Berenbaum replied that they had
forgotten about the Ukrainian inscrip
tion and by the time they realized their
mistake it was too late to do anything
about it. This bore out the league's
contention that the absence of a Ukrauv
ian on the council will jeopardize a fair
relation of facts and will, as in the case '

of the Babyn Yar incident, add insult to
injury.
Mrs. Shwed proposed to Mr. Freed
man that they would appreciate it if he
wrote a letter to the president informing
him of this meeting but Mr. Freedman
did not find it necessary. The league
members assured Mr. Freedman that
they would provide the president with
the minutes of this meeting.
On Tuesday, January 29, Mrs. Shwed
was informed by Mr. Freedman via
telephone that he had just learned of
the deadline for the appointments to the
council. The date given was Friday,
February 1.
The league members instantly went to
work and after discussing matters with
the national headquarters of the Uk
rainian Congress Committee of Ameri
ca submitted three names together with
the qualifications of the candidates.
Because submitting the list of possi
ble candidates does not guarantee that
someone will be appointed, the league
calls on Ukrainian Americans to write
letters to the U.S. Memorial Council on
the Holocaust supporting the inclusion
of a Ukrainian American member in its
ranks.
The letters should be written to:
Monroe Freedman, Director, United
States Memorial Council on the Ho
locaust, Suite 832, 425 13th St., NW,
Washington. D.C. 20004; and Stuart
Eisenstat, Assistant to the President
for "Domestic Affairs and Policy, The
White House, Washington, D.C. 20500.

N Y U to hold
dance workshop
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New Jersey group mobilizes
protest letters to Iran
NEWARK, N.J. - The Americans
for Human Rights in Ukraine has called
on all Ukrainians in the free world to
protest to Iran officials the illegal
detention of Americans in the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, Iran.
The group has distributed petitions
which state that the undersigned sup
ports the American government in its
attempts to win release for the 50
Americans held hostage by militant
students at the American Embassy. The
petition also warns Iranian officials that
in view of the Soviet invasion of Afgha
nistan, Iran could be the next country to
fall victim to a Soviet invasion.
"By this action we will show our
support for President Carter and the

Britaanica revises
sections on
Ukrainian literature
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Encyclopae
dia Britannica is providing its subscri
bers with tearsheets of rewritten and
revised articles on Ukrainian literature,
which will be eventually included in its
subsequent editions.
This information surfaced in an
exchange of correspondence between
the editors of Britannica and Mrs. Borys
Fessak of Brooklyn, N.Y..

U.S. government," said Ihor 01shaniwsky, the group's coordinator, in a press
release.
The petitions are addressed to the
Iranian Embassy in Washington, D.C,
the Ayatollah Khomeini and the stu
dents who are holding the Americans
hostage.
For their worjc is support of the
administration's policies, the New
Jersey group received several letters of
thanks from government officials and
lawmakers.
Daniel M. Crew, director of presi
dential correspondence, wrote: "The
president appreciates your kind words
of support. Your encouragement
strengthens his resolve to continue to
defend our national interests and the
peace of the world."
Replying on behalf of National
Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski.
Hodding Carter III, assistant secretary
of state for public affairs and depart
ment spokesman, wrote: "The adminis
tration appreciates the .restraint and
understanding which have been shown
by the Arherican people. The support
continues to be of great importance as
we go forward with our efforts toachieve
the safe release of all the hostages."

Rep. Millicent Fenwick (R-N.J.)
wrote: "Thank you very much for your
NEW;YORK, N`.Y. - T h e Ukrainian і,,т,-11'.'.– b i o vi' -r О fiiiol. 'fM`ti'."'?`s " ; response Jo-.my suggestions concerning
Students' Association, at New York i. .kinrepjy,'to'Mfs, Feesak^iJettep of the Iranian-problem.. It is good tedenow
University will sponsor a Ukrainian inquiry last November, Britannica`s of your group's support for the imme
folk dance workshop on Friday, March editors made the offer of sending diate release of the American hostages,
and for your support ofthe president in
14, noon-7 p.m.
tearsheets of rewritten articles on`
The workshop will be held at the Ukrainian literature, adding that the his efforts to release the hostages and
Loeb Student Center, 566 LaGuardia sections in question are scheduled for tame the Iranian situation. It is en
Place, located on the southside of inclusion in the 1980 edition of the couraging to know that you and your
group are concerned and have chosen to
Washington Square Park. Refresh encyclopedia.
help."
ments will be available.
Persons
wishing
to
obtain
such
tear, I The students1 association . also an sheets should write to: Encyclopaedia
For further information contact the
nounced that it will sponsor an Easter Britannica, 425 N. Michigan Ave., group at 43 Midland Place, Newark,
3gg decorating workshop.
Chicago, HI. 60611.
N.J. 07106.

Institute elects committee members at meeting
NEW YORK. NY. - The board of
directors of the Ukrainian Institute of
America held its regular meeting Fri
day, February 1, at its headquarters
here. The institute's president, Theo
dore Dzus, chaired the meeting which
was attended by 11 members.
The election of new members to the
working committees was an essential
item on the agenda and resulted in the
following structure of the committees:
Membership committee: Ostap Ваіа–
ban, chairman. Dr. George Kushnir,
Daniel Kuzyk and Bohdan Rak, mem
bers;
Financial and students loan com
mittee: Michael Piznak, chairman,
Myron Hnateyko, Joseph Lesawyer,
Andrew Pashchuk and Mr. Balaban.
members;
Arts committee: Peter Andrusiw,
chairman, Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn,
Yvanna Petrowsky. Sviatoslav Hordynsky, Jacques Hnizdovsky and Walter
Fryz, members;
Program committee: Mr. Pashchuk,
chairman. Ilona Sochynsky-Shyprykevich, Mrs. Olenska-Petryshyn. Helen
Prociuk, Oleh Fedyshyn, Roman 11nycky, Bohdan Boychuk, Yaroslaw
Kryshtalsky and Mykola Stepaniuk,
members;
\
Public relations committee: Dr,
Rostyslaw Sochynsky, chairman. Dr.

During the UIA meeting (seated, left to right) are: Dr. Myron Zarycky, Joseph Lesawyer, Andrew Pashchuk, John FIIs,
Michael Piznak, Theodore Dzus, Ostap Balaban, Dr. Rostyslaw Sochynsky, Wasyl Weresh and Peter Andrusiw.
Walter Dushnyk. George Tarnawsky,
Цгеиіа C. Balaban. Messrs. Lesawyer
and Boychuk, members.
- After hearing-reports of the1 commit^
toe chairman. Mr. Balaban noted with
greet satisfaction the favorable re

sponse of the Ukrainian community to
press releases, reporting the financial
situation of the institute. A member of
the instiuite, Qlexander Suchenko, who
is executive v,ieet; president of a large
European company based in Rome,

Italy, mailed a check in the amount of
SI,000 with the intention of giving the
fund-raising drive a good start.
The next meeting was set, for. Friday,,
March 7.
' .';-.-. - -. і ` .' v .-.-.--
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UNA officers tour immigration
research center in Minneapolis
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Hear lecture on Holocaust

TORONTO, Ont. - The Ukrainian
Professional and Business. Club held
one of its most interesting meetings of
the year on Wednesday, December 12,
1979.
Dr. Bohdan Wytwycky of New York
delivered a lecture, titled "The TV
Series 'Holocaust,' Its Image of Ukrai
nians and the Ukrainian Community's
Political Agenda for the 1980s."
The first part of the lecture was
devoted to an analysis of the TV series
"Holocaust" in light of the events on
which it was based. The second part
examined some aspects of the image
problem that Ukrainians have as a
group in North America and offered a
number of suggestions on how the
problem might be resolved.
According to Dr. Wytwycky, "Holo
caust" went to considerable lengths in
order to be fair in its general characteri
zations of both the Germans and the
Jews. That is, "Holocaust" showed both
villainous as well as virtuous Germans,
and it showed both heroic as well as less
than heroic Jews — thereby avoiding
stereotyping either of the peoples.
In light of the above-mentioned
factor, "Holocaust" characterization of
the role of the Slavs in the historical
holocaust was both unfair and prejudi
cial. For example, Ukrainians are
presented in the movie primarily if not
solely as Jew-hating Nazi collaborators.
As Dr. Wytwycky empasized, the issue
is not whether there were any Ukrainian
collaborators, but whether the depic
tion of Ukrainians under Nazi rule
Supreme officers of the Ukrainian National Association toured the University of principally as collaborators in any way
Minnesota Immigration History Research Center, on January 26. The center has squares with what in fact took place.
the world's largest collection of material on the experience of Ukrainian
As Dr. Wytwycky explained, the
immigrants in the United States. Supreme President John O. Flis and Supreme
Vice President Dr.-Myron Kuropas are shown inspecting a recent donation of a movie in no way reflected the real state
Ukrainian newspaper, "Ukrayinsky Holos" (Ukrainian Voice). At the rear is of affairs in Ukraine or the rest of
Walter Anastas, a lawyer who is active in the Twin Cities Ukrainian community Eastern Europe during the German
and a board member of the Friends of the Immigration History Research Center. Nazi occupation. After identifying a
series of individual misrepresentations
in the movie, Dr. Wytwycky provided
sented two documents to the press, one the audience with a summary of the
from the Association of Olympic Gua
rantees in the USSR and the second
(Continued from page I)
signed by 58 Soviet dissidents of various
dent participation in the Olympic nationalities. Both protested the premovement along with a protest to Olympic wave of arrests of human and
Soviet colonialist policies in sports were national rights activists and called for a
boycott of the Moscow Olympics and a
read by Yuriy Deychakiwsky.
Nina Strokata Karavansky read a general amnesty for political prisoners
DETROIT, Mich. - "Ukrainians of
statement in Ukrainian which was in the Soviet Union.
Detroit," written by Myroslava StefaA lengthy question-and-answer pe niuk and Fred D. Dohrs, will be pub
simultaneously translated by Mr. Karkoc. Mrs. Karavansky`s statement in riod concluded the press conference. lished this month by the ethnic studies
behalf of the Ukrainian PublicGroup to News of the conference was broadcast division of the Center for Urban Studies
Promote the Implementation of the that evening to Eastern Europe and the at Wayne State University.
Helsinki Accords appealed to the press Soviet Union by the Voice of America
The book will be released on Feb
to preserve the Olympic ideals by and Radio Free Europe-Radio Liberty.
supporting a boycott of the Moscow
Members of the Ukrainian group ruary 25 to commemorate the 166th
Olympic site. Mr. Karkoc then pre- here are: Peter Kameniuk. Bohdan anniversary of the birth of Taras ShevBalahutrak. Yarema Harabach. Boh chenko, Ukraine's poet laureate and
dan Tykhyj. Christina Halusczenko. national hero.
Roman Voytar, Mrs. Karavansky.
The book, in paperback, reviews the
Messrs. Zinkewych. Deychakiwsky,
1,400-year history of the Ukrainian
(Continued from pace I)
Kaczmar and Karkoc.
Various actions were to continue people and their centuries-long struggle
with the well-known defense attorney,
Robert Weinberg of the District of through the end of the Winter Olympic for freedom and independence, with the
main focus on the several waves of
Columbia Bar, who in October of 1979 Games.
Also, representatives of the Ukrain emigration to, the United States. A
had presented the Lukianenko matter
to the Third International Sakharov ian Liberation Front (ULF) picketed major portion of the book traces the
Hearings and raised it with the Interna the Canada-USSR hockey game here growth of the Ukrainian community in
tional Lawyers Committee for Interna on Wednesday February 20, reported the Detroit area and an epilogue tells of
tional Human Rights which has circu Borys Potapenko of the ULFs Ukrain Communist Russia's continued assault
lated a petition in the American legal ian Central Information Service, which on Ukrainian nationalists who seek
community in support of Lukianenko. is accredited at the Olympic Press only freedom for their homeland.
The UABA committee has also met Center.
Attractively printed in four colors,
According to the report, representa
with attorneys from Europe to develop
the book is presented in a concise and
tives of the ULF displayed the Ukrain
a coordinated defense effort.
easy-to-read format, illustrated with
"Irothe future, the defense committee ian flag and a poster which read "Uk photographs, tables, graphs and maps.
hopes to present the Lukianenko matter raine 1920, Afghanistan 1980 - Boy
Mrs. Stefaniuk, a native of Ukraine,
to the International Bar Association cott Moscow Olympics," during the
is completing a master of arts degree in
and to the Commission on the Indepen game.
Leaflets in English, Ukrainian and geography at Wayne State. As a child,
dence of Lawyers and Judges in Ge
neva," said Mr. Stepanenko. "We hope Russian were distributed by the group she left her homeland with her family
that these activities will bring the at various places across Lake Placid. and has lived most of her life in the
injustices inflicted upon Lukianenko to DemonstrationVahd other actions' were Detroit Ukrainian-community. where
the'atterttibfv of attorneys' andi jurists to have taken-placeifroftt February 20 she- has hecnTactivolrti many,of its
throughout the world."
" i.'-.v,l/. umR'ihe'cldsingrcerefflonies. tiyjqvw і organizations.. Years, of study: and

Ukrainian rights...
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effect of the Nazi holocaust on other
than Jewish victims, specifically the
Gypsies, Poles, Byelorussians and
Ukrainians.
For example, Ukraine suffered a
minimum of 3.9 million civilian casual
ties, .9 million of whom were Ukrainian
Jews; it lost anywhere between , 5 and 1
million POW losses; and, it had over 2.4
million of its people forcibly deported
for slave labor in Germany. By citing a
number of other statistical estimates
regarding losses and possible numbers
of collaborators, Dr. Wytwycky argues
that the movie "Holocaust" was neither
accurate nor fair in its representation
events in Ukraine during World War II.
In the second half of his lecture, Dr.
Wytwycky explored the image problem
that haunts Ukrainians in North Ame
rica which, according to him, stems to a
considerable degree from the reputation
that Ukrainians have as virulent antiSemites.
In conjunction with this issue, Dr.
Wytwycky introduced the notion of
moral capital and explained how it
operates. As Dr. Wytwycky pointed
out, Ukrainians are in the unique
situation being able to operate from a
position of moral and capital wealth,
yet in fact operate from a position of
moral and capital deficit. Dr. Wyt
wycky then went on to explain why this
is so and what some of the most impor
tant ramifications of this state of affairs
have been. Then he suggested how this
anomalous situation could be rectified,
thereby addressing himself to the ques
tion of the Ukrainian community's
political agenda for the 1980s.
Dr. Wytwycky will be one of the
lecturers within the І980 William Kurelek Memorial Lectures which are
sponsored by the Ukrainian Profes
sional and Business Club of Toronto,
the University of Toronto and the
Canadian Heritage Lectures Society.

Wayne State publishes
book on Detroit Ukrainians

Bar association...

research have given her a deep under
standing and knowledge of the Ukraini
an people in the Soviet Union and
America. Her writing reflects the strong
national spirit and commitment to
freedom characteristic of Ukrainians
everywhere.
Dr. Dohrs, professor of geography at
the university, is an authority on the
Soviet Union. Long concerned with the
importance of the national minorities in
the Soviet realm, he says of the book:
" ' Ukrainians of Detroit' shows the
unity and strength of one of our city's
vital local community groups. We share
in their rich cultural heritage and their
concern for freedom of their homeland.
Every call for freedom and indepen
dence of the captive peoples of Russia
supports the cause of freedom every
where."
The book will be available for S4 per
copy after February 25 at the Center for
Urban Studies, 5229 Cass, Detroit,
Mich. 48202 (Phone: (313) 577-2154)
and through Ukrainian organizations.
It is the third publication in the "Рео–
ling of Michigan" series published by
the. Center for Urban Studies under
editor Malvina Hauk Abonyi. The
series is designed to develop a better
understanding of the history, culture
and significant contributions of the
many ethnic groups' in the Detroit
C0mmUnlty.- '-' - -. -.V`Vi':'` . ^ s \ , ` - S
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Lenten Pastoral

CBOBOAA^,SVOBODA

UrroinTonWeel

of Bishop Basil Losten of Stamford to the clergy, religious and Ukrainian
Catholic people of God.
Peace in the Lord and our Episcopal blessing.

Join the ranks

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ:
The Great Fast is upon us. We begin this glorious season on February 18
and so have seven weeks in which to intensify our prayer life, to redouble our
reading of Sacred Scripture, to increase our alms for charity and, in general,
to enter more deeply into the spirit of penance; in a word, joyfully to prepare
ourselves for the exhilaration of the Resurrection Feast itself.
Each of the four Sundays preceding the fast strove to get us ready for this
time of concentrated prayer and meditation. And now that the Great Fast is
here, each of its weeks with its special emphasis is meant to underline this or
that aspect of Christian growth in the Lord Jesus.
At this point, as chief pastor and teacher of all the parishes of our eparchy, I
should like to dwell briefly on one of the major thrusts in the life and teaching
of our Lord Jesus Christ. In this way, every one of us will have food for
meditation in the weeks ahead.
Jesus came to proclaim the inrushing of the Kingdom of God. As He
announced this marvelous event with an urgency that demanded, and even
now demands, a response from His listeners it became progressively clear that
the great God of heaven of Whom He spoke was truly a Father to us, a Father
Whose love knows no bounds whatsoever. This central teaching of Jesus about H^s Father and His Father's Kingdom brought Him into conflict with
the religious leaders of His day. They felt, and rightfully so, that Jesus'
preaching about His Father was negating their own ideas about God, was
upsetting current notions about morality and was changing Jewish concepts
about the Covenant. His announcing the unimaginable love of this Father for
us. His sons and daughters, put Jesus on a collision course with the spiritual
authorities of His time. They plotted His death and thought they had silenced
Him forever when they murdered Him on the cross.
But even in His agony and sufferings Jesus continued to proclaim His
Father and His Father's love: "Father, forgive them..." (Luke 23:24), And at
the very moment of His death His final words went out to that loving Father:
"Father, into Your hands 1 command My spirit" (Luke 23:46).
The anguish He experienced in the garden, the fear that clutched H is soul at
the inevitability of His death, the arrest and mockery, the scurging and
execution itself — none of these things even for a moment dimmed Jesus'
vision of a Father Who loves beyond words. The faith and trust of Jesus were
not misplaced, for the Father did not abandon Him. His adversaries stood
beneath the cross and mockingly jeered, "Did he trust in God? Let God rescue
him if He wants him, for he said he was God's Son" (Matthew 27:43). Though
spoken in mockery, this is precisely what the Father did; He rescued Him; He
did not abandon Him; no, He raised Him up and enthroned Him at His right
hand. Why else do we read on the head of the cross, `^King of Glory?"
My dear brothers and-sisters, this teaching of Jesus in His life and in His
death about a Father Who loves beyond our wildest dreams should have a
special meaning to us Ukrainian Catholics as we celebrate 1980asthe Year of
the Family. Jesus proclaimed to us His Father as "Our Father..." (Matthew
6:9). Jesus stands in our midst as Elder Brother (John 20:17). We have been
called to be sons and daughters of this Father and thereby rightful heirs of H is
Kingdom (Romans 8:17). And on the cross in the person of John, Jesus
entrusted us as children to His own Mother, Mary the Ever-Virgin (John
19:26-27).
Today we see marriages collapsing because of a lack of mutual love; we see
children in rebellion because of arrogant selfishness; we witness the horror of
abortions, performed because of sheer self-indulgence; and this not merely in
the world at large, but in the very bosom of our so-called Christian families.
How far we have wandered from the great proclamation of Jesus about His
Father, Our Father! How little we have listened to His startling words about
us being sons and daughters to this Father, brothers and sisters to Himself!
As we make our pilgrimage through this season of the Great Fast, each of
us must think deeply on this wondrous message of Jesus about Our Father
and the Kingdom to which He calls us, the Kingdom which has already begun
in our midst. All fatherhood and motherhood, all familial relationships, have
their origin in the great God of heaven, Our Father. We reflect only a faint
shadow of that celestial image in our family lives. But as we pray and fast and
meditate during these seven weeks, the image can be sharpened, deepened
and more faithfully limned so that we Christian people, we Ukrainian
Catholics, can truly shine forth as Icoris of God, sons and daughters of the
Father along with our Brother Jesus!

The Conference of Central Ukrainian Youth and Student Organizations,
the body that coordinates the activities of Ukrainian youth, student and
sports organizations within the UCCA system, has designated March as
youth recruitment month.
The purpose of the action is to increase the ranks of varied youth
organizations by bringing in those of our young people who remain
uninitiated. It is a kind of a reach-out that should be of mutual benefit to both
our youth organizations and to those people who have thus far failed to avail
themselves of the diverse pursuits and activities offered by these organiza
tions. The gamut is wide and the needs of our community plentiful, requiring
as they do the ideas and energies of our young people to assure the continuity
of our development. This precludes standing on the sidelines, as it were, and
observing the game. The key word is involvement in one or another facet of
our organized life.
Hopefully, those of our young people who remain inexplicably on the
peripheries of that organized life will respond to the reach-out for their own
and our community's benefit.

Diplomatic overhaul needed
Recent revelations about the rather stuperfying ignorance of an American
ambassador — one of many instances that have sporadically surfaced in
American diplomatic history - constitute yet another example of the
trappings of the spoils system.
It appears that Ambassador Kneip, who was South Dakota's governor
before being appointed head of the American embassy in Singapore, was
suprised to hear that there are two Koreas and that Islam is a religion that has
millions of followers around the world. If true, as one of his aides alleges in a
book, this sheds poor light on the intelligence of persons who seek public
office or, court appointments for which they are totally unfit. It is even worse
that those who are in authority to make such, appointments do so with little
regard to merit.
. J - ., . , .
In the case of Ambassador Kneip President Carter is doubly at fault in that
he chose the man unfit for the job while at the same time reneging on his 1976
pledge to finally do away with the traditional spoils system as regards
appointments to ambassadorial posts. It is bad enough that nepotism has
pervaded city, state and national politics, resulting, as it repeatedly has, in
scandals of various magnitude. To extend this system to the area of
diplomatic service, a highly sensitive field entailing national security, is
simply playing with fire.
This 19-century carry-over has its roots in the fact that ambassadorships
are not well-paid posts. American ambassadors, as a rule, must foot the bill
themselves for all kinds of ceremonial activities, parties and the like, which,
for better or for worse, make up the scenario of diplomatic ambiance in a
given country. Consequently, the appointees come from the ranks of the
affluent who can afford the luxury rather than earn the posts with knowledge.
In this world of complicated international relations this type of system is
obsolete, to say the least. No day should be lost to confine it to oblivion.

News quiz
The quiz covers the previous two issues of The Ukrainian Weekly. Answers
will appear with the next quiz.
1. In which state was an ethnic affairs commission most recently
established?
2. Who spoke at a Ukrainian Independence Day program in Toronto,
Ont?
3. Who read the Ukrainian Independence Day prayer in the U.S.
Congress?
4. Who were the co-sponsors of the Ukrainian Independence Day
observances Gn Capitol Hill?
5. Which Ukrainian newspaper's editorial offices were recently
vandalized?
6. What, according to Oles Berdnyk, brought about the "Golgotha of
Ukraine"?
7. Who detailed Russification in the Donetske oblast in a work titled
"Ukrainian Language and Culture in the Donetske Oblast"?
1
8. How many national organizations rejected the three controversial
resolutions adopted recently by the UCCA National Council?
9. What was the result of The Weekly's reader poll about the boycott of
the Moscow Summer Olympics?
10. On which television show were scenes of a Ukrainian wedding shown
recently?
Answers to previous quiz: Sviatoslov and Nina Sirokala Karavansky: Ronald Reagan:
Volodvmyr Malynkovych: the Human Rights for Ukraine Commiller: stale Sen. Joseph Bruno:
teacher: the UCCA National Council: in Connecticut — Route і between Shelton and Beacon
Falls: a Ukrainian Rhodes Scholar: the National Captive Nations Committee.
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Sincerely yours in Christ,
Basil H. Losten
Bishop of Stamford
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Attention students!

Throughout the year Ukrainian student dubs are plan-ning activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us
know in advance about upcoming events. We will be happy to
help you publicize them. The Weekly will also be glad to print
timely news stories about activities that have already taken ||
place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) |
will also be accepted. MAKE YOURSELF HEARD. Send ma- і
teriats to The Weekly,
x
" ' ""і'
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"Remember what oppression means... |
never let the rest of us forget"
'
strength of our resolve to support .those
who oppose Soviet oppression.
If any Canadian believes that this is
just an American problem or a problem
in the Middle East, then he or she is
sorely mistaken. For every Canadian
must surely believe that he or she must
in some small way be prepared to do his
or her part to sustain the government of
Canada's strong opposition to Soviet
aggression.
Our government, on behalf of all
Canadians, has made its displeasure at
the Soviet action widely known, has
indicated reaction directly to the go
vernment of the USSR.
There must' be no weakening ol
Canadian resolve to stand firmly
! against the kind of Communist aggres
sion and insanity that would impose
itself upon vast regions of this world if
our resolve is questioned.

7

UCCA Washington news

The nationally circulated periodi
cal, the National Review, published the
UCCA president's article "Another
Captive Nations Week" in its December
21, 1979, issue. The article summarizes
the essential aspects of the annual
observance and the outstanding mis
conceptions about it in the minds of
many Americans. A point stressed is
that the "captive nations ideology
embraces not only an incontrovertible
genetical analysis, but a historically
based logic of thought with a wide
spectrum of policy considerations, from
trade to the Olympics." The long
Captive Nations List.(CNL) was pre
sented. Letters from all sections of the
country have been received, expressing
various reactions.

Carter. The letter, signed by Anne
Wexler, stated in part, "On behalf of the
president, I want to thank you for your
support...The support of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America for
non-violent negotiations is crucial to
the success of these efforts."

' The death of George Meany, form
er president of the AFL-CIO, came as a
shock to all who knew him. On January
11, the UCCA president sent a telegram
to the AFL-CIO headquarters expres
sing condolences and sympathy. In part
it read, "Rare among our country's
leaders, Meany understood the captive
nations ideology and consistently advo
cated its adoption in our national
strategy for the defeat of Soviet Russian
imperio-colonialism." Mr. Meany was
' The November-December 1979 the honorary chairman of the National
GOP Nationalities News features the Captive Nations Committee, which the
UCCA president with Edward J. Der- UCCA president heads.
winski and Samuel S. Stratton, also Dr.
' On January 13, the UCCA presi
Ku Cheng-Kang of the Republic of dent paid his respects and those of
China on the 20th anniversary of the UCCA at the AFL-CIO where George
Captive Nations Week. The week was Meany was laid in state for public
observed both in the House and the viewing. The UCCA president met with
Senate. Its observance in the House was the family of the late AFL-CIO presi
co-sponsored on a bipartisan basis by dent and talked with Mrs. Lane Kirkthe two congressmen. Rep. Stratton, an land, the wife of the present president.
old friend of the UCCA, is from New Earlier, Vera A. Dowhan represented
York.
the NCNC at the headquarters, met
with family members, and talked with
' On December 31, 1979, the UCCA Ernest Less, AFL-CIO international
president received a letter from the affairs director.
White House, expressing President
Carter's thanks for the UCCA's support
of the president regarding the American
hostages in Iran. Earlier in the month Connecticut schools
the. UCCA 'president conveyed this
support in a message to President to sponsor joint

We are not a nation of great military
might and we believe earnestly in all our
Below is the statement by William G. hearts that the present international
Davis, premier of Ontario, to the difficutly can be solved without signifi
Ukrainian Canadian Committee on the cant military engagement.
occasion of program commemorating
But we must understand, all of us,
the anniversary of Ukrainian indepen
dence held at Massey Hall Toronto, that as long as communism destroys the
freedom
of Ukrainians and others
Ont.. Sunday, January 27.
within the Soviet Union, through inti
midation, incarceration, and exile to
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Prime Minister, remote areas of Russia, the freedom
that any of us have in our part of the
fellow Canadians:
.1 consider it a sincere privilege to world will not be secure. That freedom,
represent all the people of Ontario, in is even less secure if the USSR can
bringing greetings and best wishes on believe that it can move unimpeded to
this commemorative occasion celebrat territorial aggression counting all the
ing the proclamation of the Ukrainian time on the faintness of heart and
Shevchenko program
weaknes of spirit of the Western demo
Natinal Republic in 1918.
cracies.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Schools of
The regular and determined com
Ukrainian subjects in Bridgeport, Hart
I believe that Canadian athletes who
memoration of that independence is an
ford and New Haven will sponsor a
important part of the culture of Ontario have worked long and hard to prepare
joint program commemorating the
and of Canada. It is an important part themselves for the Olympics in Moscow
birth of Taras Shevchenko on March 22
are
now
facing
a
very
difficult
and
of the community of values which we all
at 5 p.m.
share in the context of our freedom and trying choice. Let none of us in this
The program will be held in the St.
room underestimate the kind of per
our democracy.
Michael's Ukrainian Catholic Church,
sonal commitment, physical discipline,
569
George St., New Haven.
This cannot but be both a bitter and and simple hard work that hundreds of
sweet occasion at the same time. It is our country's young people have put
sweet because the full pride and depth of into their preparation. But I say to
emotional and historical feeling for them, as I think they would say to me, Letter to the editor
Ukraine strengthens each and every one that we are all citiznes, we are all in this
of you in your personal lives and in the" together, and if boycotting the
contributions which you make to the Olympics becomes an important tool
Dear Sir:
rest of this country as Canadians. It is for expressing to the Soviet people the
effective way would be to elect Ukrain
The recent Russian aggression in the ians to public offices.
bitter because Ukraine is still under the resolve of the West that freedom shall
control of Soviet dictatorship and in not perish from the face of this earth, Middle East has finally aroused the
We often hear how great it would be
that context there is much reason for they too would want to do their part. American public to the point that it to have one of our own representatives
is finally beginning to realize what in Washington. Well, Stephen Bunda, a
sadness.
We must do our part in this present Russian imperialism is all about. This is talented and ambitious young Ukrain
We, in this country, are reminded by
not too soon, for with the latest Russiour fellow Canadians of Ukrainian and circumstance by encouraging continued fication drive in Ukraine, it is impera ian scholar, is giving us a chance.
I hope that we will all take advantage
other East European background of the strong and tough-minded leadership by tive that the Ukrainian community
reality of Soviet cruelty and aggression. our federal government to deal with the takes advantage of this and the general of it and give him our full support.
I believe it is important that Ukrainian Soviet menace. My government sup conservative political climate and
Daniel Zelem
Canadians not only remember what ports the boycotting of the Olympic makes itself heard. And the most
Denver, Colo.
that oppression means but that they Games as a clear indication of Western
resolve and a precise gesture of deter
never let the rest of us forget either.
mination aimed at the Soviet Union.
I know there is no one in this room Indeed I am among those who believe
To our contributors:
tonight who has any doubt about the that we should encourage the Olympic
kind of stand that the nations of the free Committee to move the games out of
We greatly appreciate the materials - articles, news stories, press
world must take in response to the Moscow and that Canada should be
clippings and the like - which we receive from our readers.
naked aggression of the Soviet Union in prepared to take them on to prove our
In order to facilitate the preparation of The Weekly, however, we ask
Afghanistan. I know that across this determination.
that news stories he sent not later than 10 days after the occurrence of a
land, in communities from British
given event. Information about upcoming events must be received before
Columbia to Newfoundland, where
I bring greetings tonight, therefore, in
English or French or Ukrainian or recognition of the significant Ukrainian
noon of the Monday before the dale of the next Weekly edition. All news
Italian or other languages are spoken in presence in our country and in the
stories andfeature articles must he typed and double-spaced. Newspapers
day to day life, all our fellow citizens are province of Ontario and all that has
and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the name of the
convinced the Soviet Union has gone meant to the enriching of our cultural
publication and the date of the edition. Photographs will be returned only
too far and that we as Canadians must and political values. And 1 bring greet
when requested and accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope.
stand with the free nations of the world ings tonight, grateful for the stern and
AII materials submitted are published at the discretion of the editors and
in drawing the line and making our explicit reminder that the Ukrainian
are subject to editing \\ here necessary
position iknown.
community of Cjanada^bringSiW,therest
- ,. . -, --.,. ., `. -. ,, . : . ` , ..-.
AS free people, our courage is being of us, of the injp.ojlance,a,ndsanctityof `. \ Thank you for your interest,
--- - i .-.,.-.. i.o,,i' .ivvta.` s` ..`-.b`?.,,v.`tThe editors.
tested in the degree of our concern, the the freedom``and' cultural and religious 1
deffofofAJOr NWrnirtftTncw^BtMntr^McMBU, Wlfiu)tfW IWWMW Ш!МГЛМ
ЬІЇкттШШШШШшіШШМяпЛ
William G. Davis
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Film on Leo Мої receives awards
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - Slavko
Nowytski has recently won another top
prize for his latest Ukrainian film.
The film is "Immortal Image," the
production which examines Canada's
Leo Мої (Molodozhanyn) at work on a
bronze portrait of Mykola Lysenko.
The Board of Education of Chicago
at its fourth annual Chicagoland Edu
cational Film Festival conferred its top
honor, the Golden Babe Award, to
"Immortal Image" in the category of
fine arts. Runner-up to Nowytski`s film
was an entry from Encyclopaedia Вгі–
tannica. The award increases dissemi
nation of the film throughout the
educational system of the Chicago
region.
The awards and reviews have been
coming in ever since "Immortal Image"
premiered last year to a VIP-packed
audience at the Winnipeg, Man., Art
Gallery One of the leading reviewing
journals, Film News, which featured a
photo from the film on its cover, called
"Immortal Image" a "fascinating film
which is unusually successful in its
depiction of not only a sculptural
technique, but of the artist himself, and
the place of art in the scheme of things."
The authoritative American Library
Association's Booklist wrote "Immortal
Image" is a "tastefully executed re
spectful study of the creative genius of
Leo Мої...(that offers) the rare opport
unity to witness all stages of the lostwax process of casting as well as the
enviable chance to watch a brilliant
artist at work."
In a recent interview with Shirley
Zaporzan-Klymasz, Mr. Nowyts`ki
spoke about his duty to preserve and
stimulate his native Ukrainian culture
and at the same time "to somehow help
to tell the world" about a heritage that is
being assaulted on all fronts.

"Immortal Image" captures a Ukrai
nian sculptor working on the portrait of
the father of modern Ukrainian music
and presents an opportunity for the
audience to be privy to the artist's
expertise and thought-provoking com
mentary. The film also exposes the
audience to the music of Lysenko,
whose symphonic works are featured
throughout, and includes a piece per
formed by Ukrainian pianist Ireneus
Zuk.
"Immortal Image" has already been
awarded the silver medal at the greater
Miami International Film Festival. The
International Film and Television Film
Festival of New York awarded Mr.
Nowytski its bronze medal for this film,
an award received for him by Jaroslav
. Mociuk of Filmtreat International, who
officially represented Mr. Nowytski at
the awards banquet at the Americana
Hotel. Adding honors was the Seventh
Birmingham Internationa) Educational
Film Festival which bestowed on "Im
mortal Image" its category award for
applied and performing arts.
Asked about the possibilities of dis
seminating Ukrainian subjects among
non-Ukrainians, Mr. Nowytski said,
"Awards certainly help. But that's not
enough. It's still up to audiences to
popularize a film, but if they don't know
where to look, the information in that
film stays locked up. The libraries and
educational institutions are the primary
disseminators of films like this, but they
are bombarded with thousands of
brochures from many companies and
they can only guess which films their
patrons would like in their permanent
collections.. Often a simple request from
an individual results in the library
acquiring the film, which is then made
available at little or no cost to a wide
audience. The same holds true for

Ukrainian girl completes
six-month sea assignment

Ray Strokon

Sculptor Leo Мої (right) receives his copy of the film "Immortal Image" from its
producer, Slavko Nowytski, during the premiere showing in Winnipeg, Man.
school acquisitions. It's amazing how
few Ukrainians understand their power.
I've had people write or call, literally
accusing me of being responsible
because their library doesn't have one or
another of my films. Well, I can't force a
library to acquire —only the patron has
that leverage. I can only say that if a
Ukrainian cares about "Sheep in
Wood" or "Pysanka: The Ukrainian
Easter Egg" or or "Immortal Image" or
any other Ukrainian-subject film, he or
she shouldn't keep it to themselves but
request that their library or school order
it for its collection, so that non-Ukrai

nians can broaden their exposure to our
culture."
`
"Immortal Image" is copyrighted and
registered at the Library of Congress
(L.C. No. 78-701689) and is certified by
the National Film Board of Canada.(C
No. 8542) and the International Com
munication Agency (No. 32,215) in
Washington, D.C. The film is available
in Canada from Magic Lantern Film
Distributors in Oakville, Ont... (exclu
sive distributors of Walt Disney films in
Canada) and from Filmart Productions
in St. Paul, Minn., distributor in both
the United States and Canada.

Erie UNA'er promoted to
lieutenant in U.S. Navy
ABOARD THE U.S.S. NIMITZ. Andrey Petro Swystun, the son of
Roman and Irene Swystun of Erie, Pa.,
was recently promoted to lieutenant in
the U.S. Navy after three and a half
years of service.
Lt. Swystun is currently serving
aboard the U.S.S. Nimitz, the world's
largest aircraft carrier, and his promo
tion was approved while he was at sea,
somewhere in the Arabian Sea. The
U.S.S. Nimitz is one of the navy vessels
President Carter ordered into the
Persian Gulf area.
Lt. Swytsun is a member of the
Fighting 84 "Jolly Rogers" squadron.
He pilots the F-14 Tomcat jet fighter.

Midshipman Susan H. Stuban stands on the navigation bridge on the S.S.
Mormacaltair.
SEYMOUR, Conn. - Midshipman During this time the students are
Susan H. Stuban, daughter of Mr. and assigned to U.S. Merchant Marine
Mrs. Frank Stuban of Seymour, has vessels to acquire practical experience
competed 134 days of training at sea on and to get a taste of life at sea.
the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediter
Miss Stuban`s first sea trip was
ranean Sea.
aboard the S.S. Staghound, and the
ship
sailed to the Mediterranean Sea.
Miss Stuban is a third classman or
sophomore at the United States Mer The container vessel stopped for one or
chant Marine Academy, Kings Point, two days in the following ports: Cadiz
N.Y. The academy is a federal institu and Barcelona, Spain; Fos, France;
tion and operated by Maritime Admin Palermo, Sicily; and Genoa, Livorno
istration of the Department of. Com and Naples, Italy.
Midshipman Stuban's second assign
merce. It was the first academy in 1974
to allow female cadets. Students in their ment was aboard the S.S. Mormacaltair
sophomore and junior years at ф е a break bulk vessel with miscellaneous
academy are sent to sea for six months. , \i ': , j і (Continued on page 12)

The F-14, built by Grumman Corp.,
is among the world's best jet fighters. It
has a crew of two officers. The plane has
two afterburning engines, a computercontrolled- variable-sweep- wing; com
puter integrated radar system, the
multi-shot, 100-plus-mile Phoenix
missile and a speed of over 1,200 miles
per hour. The F-14 costs S26 million.
Since joining the squadron, Lt.
Swystun has visited Puerto Rico, Ft.
Lauderdale, Key WestT Cuba, Spain,
Italy, Tunisia, Egypyt and Greece. He
also sailed around the Horn of Africa
en route to the coast of Iran.
Lt. Swystun received his under
graduate degree at the Illinois Institute
of Technology on a full Navy scholar
ship. He graduated in I976and received
a commission in the Navy as an ensign
and he immediately received orders to
report to Pensacola, Pa., for flight
training.;; , 0 ^ .
'i'Vttf
..-.j---–

Lt. Andrey Petro Swytsun
In January 1978 he received his flight
wings.
Lt. Swystun also attended the Naval
Justice School in Rhode Island and is
presently the squadron's legal officer
He and his parents are members of
UNA Branch 40 in Erie, Pa.
wtwswawwwv,sswws
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Teluk appointed to New Haven
Capital Projects Committee

Metrinkos have no word
from son in Tehran

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Prof. John
Teluk, UNA Supreme Auditor, was
appointed' to serve as the City Plan
Commission representative to the New
Haven Capital Projects Committee.
In his letter of appointment. New
Haven Mayor Biagio Didito wrote: "I
am confident that your especially
diligent service on the City Plan Com
mission will be a great benefit to the
Capital Projects. Committee delibera
tions on major programs being con
templated by our various departments."
The appointment expires January I,
і 982.
Prof. Teluk, an economist, is chair
man of the economics department at the
University of New Haven. He is known
for his work in developing programs
related to workable relationships
among businessmen, public officials
and higher educational institutions.
Prof. Teluk`s concepts have been en
dorsed by The New Haven Register.

77)? story below appeared in The
Morning Call of Allentown, Pa., on
Wednesday. February 13. It was written
by Gale Maleskev.

Prof. Teluk, who served as UNA
Supreme Vice President from 1970 to
1974, is also a member of the Executive
Board of the Ukrainian. Congress
Committee of America, and also a

ALLENTOWN, Pa. - ` Harry and
Alice Metrinko of Olyphant, Lackawanna County, Pa., say the last time
they saw their son Michael was on
television.
Michael, Metrinko, 33 an embassy
attache in Iran, was listed by news
sources as an Iranian hostage, and his
parents say he appeared on television,
blindfolded and bound, during the early
days of the American Embassy takeover
in Tehran.
Prof. John Teluk
But Michael's face was not visible
member of the Ukrainian American under the blindfold, and the Metrinkos
have
yet to receive word from him or
Association of University Professors,
the Shevchenko Scientific Society and mention of him. This week, news media
other Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian dubbed Michael "the^ missing hostage."
organizations.
. CBS-TV, in a special broadcast
He is also the recipient of several Monday, night, February 11, that
grants, among them the. Connecticut covered a memorial service for Metrin
Higher Education Board grants, the ko in Mercer County on the 100th day
G.E. Foundation Research Grant and of captivity, said:
the Recent Development and Applied
"(Michael's) family believes him to be
Economics Grant.
among the hostages, but so far he has
shown up in none of the pictures taken
in the embassy: His family has heard no
word from him and no mention of him.
On this 100th day, Michael Metrinko is
the U.S. Department of Transportation the missing hostage."
Mr. and Mrs. Metrinko were in
in Washington, D.C., and as corporate
director of training for the Hecht Hermitage, Mercer. County, Pa., for
Monday's memorial service, Mr. Met
Company.
Mrs. McConnell was born in Austria rinko lit a gas-fed torch for his son — a
in 1945 and came to the United States at light, he said, that will continue to burn
the age of 4 with her parents, Irene and until Michael comes home and ex
Oleh Komarnyckyj. The family settled tinguishes it himself.
"We have endured such sadness and
in. Chicago, 111., and later moved to
anxiety during this time of violence and
Phoenix.
Mrs. McConnell holds a B.A. in tragedy that were it not for our faith in
political sceince from Arizona State
University and has taken graduate
courses in business and political science.
While in college she was listed in Who's
Who in American . Colleges and
Universities, held the ASU scholarship,
was president of Delta Delta Delta and
was an intern at the State Legislature in
1965.
She is now on the board of directors
of the ASU Alumni Association, is vice
president of Tempe Republican Women
and education chairman of Arizona
Republican Women.

Appointed to Arizona housing panel
TEMPE, Ariz. - Nadia K. МсСоп–
nell was recently appointed director of
government relations for the Arizona
Multi-Housing Association.
Mrs. McConnell (nee Komarnyckyj)
is a member of UNA Branch 488 in
Phoenix, Ariz., and an activist of
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America Branch 3 which she helped
found.
She is involved in the life of the
Ukrainian community of Arizona and
teaches Ukrainian language at the
School of Ukrainian Subjects.
Mrs. McConnell is a former vice
president of the Program Development
Corporation, a political consulting firm
which specializes in campaign man
agement, fund raising and government
relations.
She has also worked in real estate
sales for Cold well Banker and Com
pany, as training coordinator for the
Federal Highway Administration under

God and the brotherhood of hur nity,
we would have reached the end
ur
tolerance and patience," he said
The Metrinkos could not b ontacted last night to comment on і orts
that their son is "missing."
Helping the Metrinkos determine the
status of their son is the Rev John
Adams of Washington. D.C., а Г ;ed
Methodist minister who has bi
in
Tehran for nearly two weeks t
`lp
with the hostage news service.
Contacted by phone in Tehran last
night, the Rev. Adams said he is hopeful
Mr. Metrinko soon will be accounted
for.
The Rev. Adams said he has talked to
the Iranian students holding the em
bassy about getting a message from Mr.
Metrinko. "They are not saying they
will not respond, but they have not
responded yet," he said. "The confirma
tion of a particular individual may not
have the highest priority for them."
The Rev. Adams stays plugged into
the Olyphant community through
Scranton Times city editor Ed Rogers.
The Rev. Adams confirmed a Times
report yesterday that he went to the
embassy Monday and told student
captors:
"We delivered the mail. We assume
that Michael Metrinko rceived his. We
need a simple answer, even a one-line
response. All it has to say is, 'I am okay,
mother and dad.' "
The Rev. Adams said he thought the
lack of communication with Mr. Met
rinko was mostly a matter of mixed-up
mail. He said that some families of
hostages have received their first letters
from Iran only within the past few days
and that a Virginia woman has yet to
receive word from her hostage husband,
Malcolm Каїр.

SUM-A youths hostMorozat "yalynka "

Metropolitan Lubachivsky visits Manor

Newark SUM youths perform in the annual "yalynka" program.

.

gfci-.U-yr.

Archbishop Metropolitan Myroslav Lubachivsky visited the new Dental Health
Center on the campus of Manor Junior College, Fox Chase Road and Forrest A ve.,
Jenkintown, Pa. Shown with the archbishop are Sister Miriam Claire, OSBM,
president of Manor, Carol Volirisky, instructor in the dental assistant program and
Ski -y.. - Eileen Suffet, director of the dental assistant program.

IRVINGTON, N.J. - The spacious
banquet hall of the Ukrainian Com
munity Center here was the site of the
30th annual "yalynka" presented by the
local branch of the Ukrainian American
Youth Association (SUM-A), at which
Valentyn Moroz was a special guest.
Among other guests were the Rev.
John Nakonachny of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of the Holy Ascen
sion in Maplewood, N.J., the Rev.
Michael Peretiatko of St. John the
Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church of
Newark, N.J., and Michael. Ciapka,
head of the local UCCA branch.
Welcoming`the guests was the head of
SUM-A in Irvington, Myron Bytz, who
extended the-` traditional greetings of

"Khrystos Rozdaietsia" especially to
Mr. Moroz who celebrated his first
Christmas season in the free world.
Youth leader Oksana Gensior intro
duced the evening's program. Lighting
the symbolic "yalynka" t h e youth of
SUM-A reminded those present of the
plight of children in Ukraine, who
cannot freely celebrate the birth of
Christ in the traditional Ukrainian
manner. All joined in the singing of the
traditional Ukrainian carol "Nova
radist."
The program continued with winter
scenes of dancing snowflakes and a
presentation of the Nativity, with shep
herds in the traditional Ukrainian dress.
(Continued or page IS)
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Ukrainian bands and their development in the
by Oles Kuzvszyn
Ukrainian bands have entertained at dances,
weddings, festivals, etc. for over 20 years. It would be
difficult indeed to find a Ukrainian, young or old, who
hasn't heard at least one of these bands somewhere,
even if only by accident. However, the reaction is not
always the same. Some return home after a dance or
wedding without taking note of who played or how.
Some remember the name of the band, but will not pay
attention to the performance as long as the music is
danceable. However, many Ukrainians, especially
those of the younger generation, take a great interest in
the band and its performance. They purchase their
records, and perhaps even decide which "zabava" to go
to on the basis of what band is playing there.
Why is the interest in Ukrainian pop music steadily
increasing? Why are record sales steadily growing to
the proportions that it is now conceivable fora band to
sell 10,000 copies of an album? Why is the number of
Ukrainian bands and ensembles constantly multiply
ing? There are many reasons, and this survey is an
attempt on my part to answer some of these questions.
It is not my purpose, however, to list every single
band that ever existed in the United States and Canada
over the past 20 years. I am merely offering my
interpretation of the development of this musical form
from 1959 to the present day. Certain bands and/or
individual performers were especially influential in
this development, and, thus, will be covered more
extensively. Other bands will be used as examples.
Nevertheless, it is of utmost importance to understand
that this is not meant to be, and will not be, an
exhaustive index of bands.
The roots (before 1959)
The need for Ukrainian bands was evident as soon
as the post-World War II Ukrainian immigrants
inhabited the North American continent. Soon they
were dancing to the tunes of Bohdan Hirniak, Wasyl
Bosyj, Wolodymyr Oseredchuk, Oleh Strockyj or
Mykola Romanenko. Newlyweds swayed dreamily to
the soothing voice of Ihor Rakowsky singing their
chosen first dance. These were the favorite bands then,
and many of them, for example the Bohdan Hirniak
Orchestra, are still entertaining.
Although the performers and their audiences were
Ukrainian, these first bands were of a continental
nature, often including European tangos, foxtrots and
waltzes in their repertoire.
Original compositions were performed, but they
were also similar to the continental European
repertoire, often indistinguishable from the above,
except for the Ukrainian lyrics. However, the most
important emigre composer, the late Bohdan Wesolowsky, whose works ("Hey Ha," "Lety Tuzhlyva
Pisne," "V Albom," "Ту Rvala Ozhyny") are standard
repertoire to this day, was able to cultivate his own
unique style which was unmistakably Ukrainian, yet
well suited to the needs of the dancing public. For this
reason, he stands out among his fellow composers of
popular Ukrainian music.
Violins, accordions, brass and wind instruments
and an occasional keyboard, were usually the featured
instruments. (In this respect, Mr. Oseredchuk`is a
noteworthy exception. To this day, he is probably the
only musician in a Ukrainian band to ever play the
Hawaiian guitar.) Judging from the instrumentation,

"Rushnychok

one can safely deduce that bringingout the melody line
was the most important factor in the performance,
both for the vocalist and for the instrumentalists.
Perhaps this partly explains the technical superiority
of these instrumentalists, as compared to those in
present-day Ukrainian bands. Today, many bands rely
heavily on the vocalists for the melody line, and the
instrumentalists are content to merely accompany
them with simple chords or arpeggios.

alburn, released in 1973, is to this day the highestselling Ukrainian album in the United States and
Canada, selling well over 10,000copies. In 1974 "Syny
Stepiw" released their first album, and although the
band became extremely popular, it seems to me that
thei mid '70s were the age of Stepan, Jurko, Yevhen
and Andrij of "Rushnychok."

1959: The inception of the Tempo orchestra

At approximately the same time, there came on the
scene the first bona fide Ukrainian pop solo artist. In
1974, at 15 years of age, Lubomyra Kowalchuk from
Montreal released her first record, a single, "Kazka,"
with the accompaniment of "Syny Stepiw." With the
release of her first LP, "Zoria," in 1975, her popularity
expanded to every corner of North America.
Hfer fresh and flexible voice enables her to perform
folk songs, contemporary Ukrainian music and her
own compositions, with equal conviction. Therefore,
although she sang for several years to the accompani
ment of the "Yaseny" band from Montreal, she was
not dependent upon it and was truly a solo artist.
In the meantime, the popularity of "Rushnychok"
and "Syny Stepiw" grew steadily. "Rushnychok`s"
second album was released in 1974, while "Syny
Stepiw П" appeared a year later.

I'm sure many of us have experienced the joy of
singing with a group of friends. However, in 1959,
three young "plastuny" from Elizabeth, N.J., took this
one step further. They decided they would like to share
the joy of singing with all their friends. And thus, from
the songs of three young "plastuny" (Iryney Kowal,
Jurij Hrab and Oleksander Olynec), Tempo was born.
Although at first the instrumentation resembled the
already established orchestras (Kowal-violin, Hrabdrums, Olynec-accordion) of Messrs. Hirniak or Bosyj
for example, the repertoire was directed toward the
younger generation. In this way. Tempo was some
thing very new and different.
1969: The revolution of Montreal ensembles

Lubomyra Kowalchuk

Meanwhile, back in the States...
North of the border, however, a completely
different attitude concerning Ukrainian pop music
However, American-based bands did not lag
was being developed. It is safe to say that the
appearance of two Montreal bands, "Rushnychok" behind, as witnessed by the tremendous popularity of
and "Syny Stepiw," marked the beginning of a totally the Tempo orchestra. Its first record, along with the
releases of "Chervona Ruta" (from Syracuse) and
new epoch in this genre.
For the first time, Ukrainian folk songs became the Melody Night (from Rochester) appeared at appro
primary source for the repertoire. The members of ximately the same time.
The instrumentation of the American-based bands
both "Rushnychok" and "Syny Stepiw" introduced
stylized Ukrainian embroidered costumes, as opposed provided an interesting contrast with those from
to the tuxedos which were being worn in the States. Canada, because brass, wind and keyboard instru
"Rushnychok" (in keeping with the name of the band) ments played a much larger role. Although some of
decorated.its. microphone .stands,.with.embroidered these bands alsoadoptedstylized Ukrainian costumes
linens, as If greeting the audience according to the and utilized the folk repertoire, the influence of the
traditional custom. Instead of naming the band after older continental orchestras was still evident.
the orchestra leader (common practice among
The great diversity in style between the growing
continental-style bands), these two new Montreal number of bands attracted many listeners, especially
ensembles chose names which were thematically those of the younger generation. Although the
Ukrainian. These were really Ukrainian bands, as popularity of the Canadian ensembles had not
opposed to bands which merely performed Ukrainian diminished by any means (in 1975, "Rushnychok, Vol.
songs.
3" was released), the U.S.-based bands were hot on
Along with the repertoire, the instrumentation was their heels.
changed significantly. Amplifiers and sound systems
Thus, we can consider the period from 1974 to 1976
increased in dimension to accommodate the electric to be the first "golden age" of Ukrainian pop music
instruments which predominated. The bass guitar and in North America. Numerous bands were formed,
drums became a necessity, because the rhythmic patterning themselves after the above-mentioned
aspect of the song became as important as the ensembles: from Montreal — "Cheremosh" and
melodic aspect.
"Yaseny"; from New York - "Vodohray" and
Unfortunately, however, the actual arrangements of "Chervona Kalyna"; from New Jersey — Nova; from
the songs were greatly simplified, with the vocals and Philadelphia — "Zelene Zhyto" and so on and so on.
the accordion bringing out the melody, and the guitars
In 1975, an interesting experimental record was
and drums providing a strong dancing beat. The released in New York. Mark Sydorak, a synthesizer
modulations, contrapuntal passages and chromatic specialist, recorded an entire series of popular
harmonies, which were often used by instrumentalists Ukrainian songs ("Chervona Ruta," "Dva Koliory,"
from the older bands, were now few and far between. "Cheremshyna," "Kolo Vikon Tvoyikh," and others)
However, much more significant is the fact that using the synthesizer, electric organ, clavinet and other
"Rushnychok" and "Syny Stepiw" injected new life modern instruments. This album was very progressive
into a musical form which could have very well and on a very, professional level, indicating an
become extinct. Their presence gave the youtha group important step toward the modernization of Ukraini
with which they could identify on modern-day terms. an music. However, it might have been slightly ahead
Thus, it is no surprise that "Rushnychok`s" first of its time, because it drew mixed reactions from the
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United States and in Canada from 1959 to the present

"Veseli Chasy

Ukrainian public which was used to dance rhythms
and textures. Its influence, however, cannot be denied,
and perhaps it at least partly inspired the members of
Ukrainian pop music's next "super group."
1976: "Veseli Chasy" from Chicago
By virtue of their first Soyuzivka appearance,
"Veseli Chasy" from Chicago replaced "Rushnychok"
as the most popular Ukrainian band. Their instrumentation included a synthesizer and a string
synthesizer, which expanded the capabilities of their
arrangements both live and in the studio. They used
these modern instruments with discretion, giving the
public a chance to get accustomed to the new
sonorities which they produced. Perhaps the key to
their popularity was the successful combination of
contemporary ihstrurrientation with the accepted
tastes of the listening public.
Although "Rushnychok" and "Syny Stepiw" were
more Ukrainian in spirit and in character, the
musicality of "Veseli Chasy" and their ability to adapt
prevailed. In 1976, they released their very popular
first album, "Chasy."
At the same time, "Rushnychok, Vol. 4" is released,
but it is "Rushnychok's" weakest studio effort by far,
and reflects its diminishing popularity. Although
"Syny Stepiw, Vol. 3" is much more successful, the
attention of the listening public has been drawn to the
American-based ensembles. The. Canadian bands,
which stagnate with regard to instrumentation and
repertoire, are left behind.
The influence of "Veseli Chasy"

This competition raises both performances and
recording standards of the leading bands, who must
work to stay at the top. Unfortunately, the rapid
growth of bands also results in a watering down of
talent and produces a whole class of mediocre bands
with minimal instrumental technique and limited
imagination. In general, the U.S.-based ensembles are
instrumental^ more proficient and stylistically more
imaginative and diverse.
In 1978 "Soniashnyk" (New Jersey) releases its first
album combining contemporary melodies from
Ukraine with American disco rhythms.
Major Canadian releases in 1978 are Lubomyra`s
second album, which features several compositions of
guitarist Jaroslaw Gudzio (formerly of "Syny Stepiw"), and the' first release of the "Cheremosh" band
from Montreal.
We can call the years 1978-79 the "second golden
age" of Ukrainian pop music. The difference is,
however, that the musicality of the leading ensembles
is on a much higher level than in the "first golden age,"
and that this time, the American-based ensembles are
at the top.
Impressario Bohdan Tymyc
The development of this genre attracted not only
performers and listeners, but also young producers,
ready to get involved at the business, management and
public relations level.
One of these, Bohdan Tymyc from Montreal,
produced and released the first concept album of this
type, titled "The Ballad of Zorianna," in which
Zorianna, a young Ukrainian girl, allegorically
represents emigre Ukrainians. Mr. Tymyc has also
produced or co-produced the first three "Syny Stepiw"
albums, Lubomyra's "Kazka" and "Zoria," "Cheremosh`s" first release and most recently those of
"Samotsvit" (1979) and "Veselka" (1980). All of the
above performers are Montreal-based.
Mr. Tymyc has always been interested in expanding
the performance possibilities of bands, that is, moving
them from the dance and wedding halls into a concert
atmosphere. This type of exposure for the Ukrainian
band is as yet undeveloped.
Previously "Rushnychok," "Syny Stepiw," "Zoria,"
Tempo and "Izmarahd," had performed at the
Ukrainian Festival in New Jersey`s Garden State Arts
Center. "Izmarahd," "Cheremosh," "Soniashnvk" and
"Samotsvit" appeared at the annual Youth Festival
in Glen Spey. And in April of 1978, "Syny Stepiw,"
"Yaseny," and "Lubomyra" appeared in a concert in
New York City. In Canada, these types of performances are much more frequent and better received than
in the States, but, in general, the concert stage is an
unfamiliar sight for most Ukrainian bands.

quality of musicianship and are all proficient at their
instruments. The "Promin" ensemble is definitely
paving the way to new directions in Ukrainian music.
The first release of "Vodohray" from New York,
without question, features the best rock guitar playing
on any Ukrainian album. This release (August 1979)
features almost exclusively original compositions by
the group members.
Epilogue: What will the future bring?
Today we are witnessing perhaps the largest array of
Ukrainian bands that has ever existed on the North
American continent, with diverse styles, and all of this
augmented by the improvement, both technical and
esthetic, of the performers themselves.
Newly acquired repertoire from Ukraine is becoming increasingly more widespread and available,
especially the songs of the late Volodymyr Ivasiuk,
recently murdered by the. Communist regime for
writing only in Ukrainian and using only Ukrainian
themes in his compositions. His"Chervona Ruta" was
a major catalyst in the development of popular music
on the North American continent, and the memory of
his genius is an inspiration to both performers and
composers.
Therefore, it is extremely important for Ukrainian
music to continue in its development and increase in its
popularity, especially for the Ukrainian youth.
Although it is stylized to accommodate modern-day
tastes, it nevertheless attracts young Ukrainians to
something which is part of their heritage. Furthermore, it attracts them to each other and enables them
to exist in an atmosphere which is both social and
Ukrainian, giving them the opportunity to develop if
not a love, at least an appreciation for Ukrainian
music in a form which is accessible to them.
For this reason, we cannot underestimate the
importance of an ensemble such as "Rushnychok"
(often referred to as the Beatles of Ukrainian pop
music). Not because they were exceptional vocalists or
virtuoso instrumentalists. They weren't. But because
they felt the need to Ukrainianize popular and dance
music, making it accessible to the youth, and at the
same time, making it a unique musical form. Similarly,
"Syny Stepiw" were extremely important because they
familiarized the listening public and especially the
youth with the rich folk repertoire, which is so often
neglected by Ukrainian performers of any genre.

The success of "Veseli Chasy" stimulated the
development of the musical form in the United States,
and encouraged ensembles to experiment with various
types of instrumentation. Perhaps the most uniquesounding Ukrainian band in America is "Izmarahd"
from New Jersey. The Bulochenko brothers, who
came to the United States from Lviv and joined
"Izmarahd" shortly afterward, brought with them the
progressive style of the ensembles and performers
from Ukraine ("Kobza," "Smerichka," "Arnika,"
Sofia Rotaru, etc.).
The repertoire of "Izmarahd" presents an interesting combination of jazz and cabaret styles with
Ukrainian folk themes (especially Hutsul melodies). A
great percentage of its repertoire is contemporary maAnd by the same token, we should support the
terial from Ukraine as well as jazz arrangements of
present-day Ukrainian ensembles, not because they
folk melodies. In 1978 "Izmarahd" released its first
are better than American or Canadian ensembles, but
album.
simply, because they are ours. And this support should
"Iskra" from New York, one of the youngest
not be limited to bands, but should include all
Ukrainian bands, appears at approximately the same
Ukrainian performers in every field and every genre.
of keyboards (electric piano, electric organ, string
We can criticize them, because, obviously, some will
synthesizer) in combination with electric bass and
be better than others, but we must always remember
Rock and roll - "Promin" from Chicago
drums. "Iskra`s" repertoire is a combination of many
that they play an important role in the preservation of
styles including folk melodies, contemporary songs
It is inevitable that Ukrainian popular music in the our Ukrainian identity.
from Ukraine, original compositions and composiThe albums released by the various Ukrainian
tions ,,of emigre composers, such as Weso- United States and Canada will progress and adapt in
bands will certainly not, nor do they deserve to, gain a
step with the changing times.
lowsky. "Iskra`s" first album was released in 1979.
place
among the archives of the World's Greatest
A good example of this kind of progress is the
In the meantime, the popularity of ensembles such
as Melody Night and "Chervona Ruta" increases ^`Promin" ensemble from Chicago, which has come the Music, but their songs, even if in the most elementary
(with the release of their second albums), yet "Veseli closest to being a genuine Ukrainian rock band. This is arrangements, should find a place in our hearts,
Chasy" still lead the way, releasing their second album, evident when one listens to its first LP album because they area part of our culture. If we continue to
"Chvylynna Mria." A new Ukrainian band;is formed released.iit April 1979, It features some of the most cultivate, develop and love the Ukrainian song, just
inakjabstevery Ukrairiiancommunity^tfeyigQraus .prp^resiiiv^ Ukrainidh`Arrangements to,^Me. In like those three "pjastuny" from Eli?abeitrji)wVp?n res;
competition develdps betw'eeh ihrvah^sWc'h'^tras. ad`dfribn;'''afr the ensemblir``members pbsse^'a''Wigh '"assured th`a`t'tjh`e'resiflj.s can 6nly`be'bb'sttfveV '`
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The goodwill of Ukrainian customs
The following article about Uk
rainian Christmas customs was writ
ten by Roma Hayda. It appeared
along with the final installment on
the Bridgeport, Conn., Ukrainian
community, published in the Decem
ber 30, 1979, edition of The Bridge
port Post.
Although the time to make and
give the Ukrainian Easter egg, the
pysanka, is spring and Easter, it is
not completely inappropriate to
consider the motivational factor and
cultural genesis of the pysanka in
anticipation of. Christmas and the
Ukrainian ethnic series in The Sun
day Post.
Love-and-goodwill is the theme of
the Christmas season. The making
and giving of the Ukrainian Easter
egg are a product of love and good
will, even though it occurs at another
time of the year. Perhaps the most
obvious and first-hand appeal of the
pysanka is that a simple object, like
the egg, is transferred into an art
object.
Last spring the Ukrainian Mu
seum in New York. City held an
exhibit of more than 400 Ukrainian
Easter eggs. The presentation was
interesting and offered a kaleido
scope of color and pattern that
fascinated many a viewer. The exhi
bit not only showed the technicalities
of the art of pysanka, such as colors
from nature, tools, and processes,
but grouped the myriad of pysankas
according to Ukraine's region of
origin and according to the type of
motif, the non-objective geometric

Г

motif and the representational mo
tifs, such as plant and animal designs.
The grouping of Easter eggs ac
cording to motif, indicated pattern
development from its earliest forms
of a 1,000-year past. The regional
grouping of the exhibit presented
innumerable variation of patterns
that made one feel that if another
pysanka from that region were to be
shown, it too, would be novel, in
some way different from the others.
The oldest designs for Easter eggs
in Ukraine are in graphic symbol
representation of an object. The sun,
for example, is represented by a circle
with straight rays, or rays that are
wavy or curled, or a tripod with
curled rays, or even a star. Plant and
animal elements also are identified
with geometric motifs because of a
sense of abstraction about them.
Crosses, churches and fish are sym
bols of. Christianity as are initials
"XB" for "Christ has Risen."
The concentric lines in longitude
or latitude of the egg, in straight or
wavy manner, speak of the endless
cycles and eternity. The rake is the
only tool represented and pertains to
earth cultivation. The net, or grating,
spirals and rhombuses have purely
decorative character.
While generally Ukrainian designs
are linear and connecting or conti
nuous, there are regions that favor
overlapping of patterns on shapes,
and in some areas patterns of optical
illusion prevail, enticing the viewer to
determine which form precedes the
other, as in-the` pysanka called "the
Gypsy Road!" With few exceptions,

UNITED UKRAINIAN AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS OF NEW YORK
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cargo which sailed to South American
ports of: Buenos Aires, Argentina;
Montevideo, Uruguay; and the Brasilian ports of Rio Grande, Papanaguaand
Santos.

1 CELEBRATION OF THE 40th ANNIVERSARY
I
of the Priesthood of the
I VERY REV. VOLODYMYR GAVLICH, OSBM
Pastor -

Superior of St. George's Church

Sunday, March 16th, 1980
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DIVINE LITURGY
4:00 p.m.. St. George Church at 7th Street

TESTIMONIAL DINER
|)

5:30 p.m. Auditorium of St. George School. 215 East 6th Street New York City
Tickets can be obtained in the meeting room at 33 East 7th Street. Fridays between 6:30 S 8:00
p.m., Saturdays and Sundays between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
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ANNUAL METTING OF THE MEMBERS
OF

SELF-RELIANCE
(NY.) FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
will be held

on Sunday, March 2, 1980
in the main hall of the
Ukrainian National Home

m
ь Only members have the privilege ol voting, proof of membership Your passbook as indentification
is sufficient In case of a joint account, only the first person listed has voting privileges.
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NEW YORK, N.Y. - T h e New York
Bandura Ensemble will perform at the
opening ceremonies of three libraries in
New York City in the next three
months.
On February 24, at 2 p.m., the
ensemble will perform at the St. George
Library Center, 10 Hyatt St., Staten
Island; on March 30 at 2 p.m., the group
will appear at the Fordham Library
Center at 2556 Bainbridge Ave., Bronx;
and on May 11 at 2 p.m. the bandurists
will perform in the auditorium of the
Donnell Library Center, 20 W. 53rd St.,
New York.
The appearances by the New York
Bandura Ensemble are supported by the
New York State Council on the Arts.
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
is looking
for College Seniors and Graduates

Time: 3:00 p.m.

, , Pfes(tjent , ,

N.Y. Bandura Ensemble
to perform at three
public libraries

Both ships also made stops at Boston,
Mass.; Brooklyn and Staten Island,
N.Y.; Norfolk, Va.; Baltimore, Md.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; and Savannah, Ga.
For eight hours of work a day, Miss
Stuban received S345 a month
for her varied shipboard duties. Among
them were standing navigation watches
on the bridge, assisting with the cargo
plans, inspecting cargo and deck main
tenance. She also got a fee! of the lines
by helping with docking and undocking
procedures.
Miss Stuban will graduate in 1982
with a bachelor of science degree in deck
sciences. Along with her degree she will
receive a commission as an ensign in the
U.S. Naval Reserve. She will also
receive a third mate's deck license from
the U.S. Coast Guard.
After spending two weeks at home.
Miss Stuban returned to the academy to
complete her third class academic
studies. In July 1980 she will undertake
her junior-year sea assignments.
Miss Stuban's younger sister, Lydia,
is at the U.S. Military Academy Prep
School and her older brother, Steven, is
a senior at West Point. The Stuban
family belongs to UNA branches 23 and
67.
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140-142 Second Avenue. NEW YORK CITY

; ROMAN HUHLEWYCH

tions. The "Carol of the Bells" is a
New Year carol of the pre-Christian
period in Ukraine. It is a well-wishing
song (in literal translation called
benevolence — "shchedryk") to a
young couple in its original text.
While the well-wishing songs make
an entire sub-group of. Christmas
carols, similarly to carolers' wishes
are tailored to every member of the
family to this day.
Another example of the personability of Ukrainian customs is that
the father starts the Christmas Eve
supper by personally approaching
each member of the family to extend
Christmas blessings and.greetings,
while on New Year's Day it is the
children who are first to wish their
parents and grandparents a year of
health and general well-being.
For the reason that Christmas in
the Ukrainian tradition has its own
seasonal home decorations, the py
sanka has never been part of Christ
mas decor. And yet, the high value
placed on love and goodwill toward
one's close and distant kin, is also
carried in the tradition of the Easter
eggThe Ukrainian Easter egg con
tinues to enjoy rising interest and
fascination as an art form, and
possibly as a form with meaning, too.
The pysanka has charmed Ukrain
ians and non-Ukrainians alike by
craftsmanship and ingenious creati
vity with color and design. The value
does not lie in its material content,
but it is a presentation of an invalu
able message: goodwill to my family,
and goodwill to the family of man.

completes...

(Continued from page 8)

UKRAINIAN CONGRESS COMMITTEE OF AMERICA. INC.
Branch of New York
invites the Ukrainian Community in New York City to the

У

the Ukrainian Easter egg is sym
metrical in the surface division of the
eggThe batik method is the most
widely used method to do the pysan
ka, but other methods, such as
scraping and painting, are also used.
The batik method is more elaborate,
colorful, and better suited to the
prevailing linear designs.
From its earliest tradition, the
pysanka was believed to be a talis
man. To a great extent it grew out of
ancient belief that in the world there
is good and evil, and the good,
sometimes called truth, is a higher
value and therefore will triumph.
Good human relations, full of affec
tion, respect, and support of each
other, have become an important
part of the Ukrainian culture.
As a result, the Ukrainian culture
is highly personal, a person-toperson tradition from the immediate
family to distant cousins, and so on.
The Easter egg, stemming from this
tradition, is a personal gift of love
and respect to members of the family,
or proof of friendship and wellwishes to friends. Because the pysan
ka is the extension of one's affection
for another person, it may very well
be a talisman.
For Christmas and other times, the
Ukrainian tradition abounds in other
meaningful reminders of personal
charity and affection within a family
and toward others by appropriate art
forms and customs.
The famous and much loved ."Ca
rol of the Bells" is an example of
value placed on good human rela

J0HN0.FLIS
Secretary `

FOR T R A I N I N G
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Surmach finds new insurance carrier,
will resume tours of apiary in spring
The following article appeared in
February 7 edition of The Record of
Saddle River. N.J.

"They don't understand the differ
ence between bees and wasps," the
Ukrainian immigrant had said when he
learned the cancelled policy threatened
SADDLE RIVER, N.J. - His bees his free tours. "Everybody gets stung by
may not care, since they're still dormant wasps, but they blame bees."
for the winter, but 87-year-old bee
He says that in 28 years of conducting
keeper Myron Surmach is buzzing with free tours, only two children have been
happiness' because the tours at his stung, and that one of them stepped on a
Saddle River apiary will be renewed this bee while walking barefoot. Neither
child suffered any major trauma.
spring.
Mr. Surmach's insurance agent. Otto
Mr. Surmach, in fact, maintains that
Hettinger of Closter, has found a new bee stings are good for curing arthritis
carrier for the liability insurance on — a belief that most doctors deplore,
Surmach's two-acre backyard bee farm though some folk-medicine buffs swear
on West Saddle River Road.
by it.
. Cancellation of his previous policy by
The beekeeper's other claim — that
the Great American Insurance Com natural honey, fresh home-grown ve
pany in January had threatened the getables, and whole cereal grain steeped
tours he gave to dozens of school and in water are responsible for his own
scouting groups. The groups would remarkable vitality — has created more
come to see Mr. Surmach's 30 func favorable interest than his ideas on
tioning bee-hives and to hear him arthritis. Recently, the Bergen County
lecture од his favorite subject.
Adult Day Care Center in Hackensack
"Of course I feel better," said Mr. asked him to lecture on honey and
Surmach, who turned 87 while waiting natural diet for health.
for his new policy to be approved. "At
His first love, however, is the chil
least now I don't have to do anything dren, who range from elementary
against the law."
school youngsters to boy or girl scouts,
The policy, written by the Western Hasidic day-school children, and older
American Insurance Company, charges special-education students.
"I still get a little nervous when I'm
Mr. Surmach SI73 for a year's liability
coverage, up SIO from the cancelled getting ready for them to come," the
policy. The previous carrier had cited retired book-seller says. "But when I see
possible danger posed by Mr. Sur them leaving with smiling faces, I say,
mach's estimated I million honeybees. 'At least I did a good thing today."

Myron Surmach

Dubao.to, receive Winnipeg concert put^ spotlight on Ukrainian youth
WINNIPEG, Man. - The concert from a rather pretentious night dub act, their youth as demonstrated last night
Connecticut award concluding
Ukrainian Week in Winni replete with glitter ball and dry ice, to an at the Concert Hall when the Ukrainian
peg at the Centennial Concert Hall on
February 3 put the spotlight on Ukrai
nian youth and the performance was
wholeheartedly applauded by the audi
ence as well as by the Free Press and The
Tribune.
"It was not a purely routine display of
culture, though.. Certainly there were
the elements that made for a successful
traditional evening: the 100-voice
mixed choir, the gymnastic dancers, the
Ted Komar Orchestra and emcee Cecil
Semchyshyn," wrote Donald Gislason
of the Winnipeg Free Press on Feb
ruary, 4. "But what was interesting
about last night's apparently folksy
shindig was, the increased emphasis on
youth culture and on the ways in which
Ukrainian youth is perceiving and using
its cultural heritage."
Writing about the contemporary beat
of Montreal's "Veselka" band, Mr.
Gislason said: "But as they moved along

Orest T. Dubno
HAMDEN, Conn. - State Revenue
Services Commissioner Orest T. Dubno
will receive the first Connecticut Ukrai
nian of the Year Award at a testimonial
NEWARK, N.J. - A pre-evaluation
banquet on March 8, at 7 p.m., at the
Ambassador Restaurant in Hamden. program was presented by the faculty
and children of St. John the Baptist
Conn.
The award is given to honor a person Ukrainian Catholic School Tuesday
of Ukrainian descent for accomplish afternoon, January 29, at the school
ments in both the Ukrainian and non- auditorium. This event was a prelude to
Ukrainian communities. In initiating the evaluation of St. John's school by a
the annual award the Ukrainian Day team of educators from the schools in
Comrnittee and other Ukrainian orga the Archdiocese of Newark for three
nizations throughout the state seek to days starting February 13.
In attendance were Sister Provincial
publicize t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n s of the
Olga,
Ukrainian community to the state of Theodo'sia, OSBM, Sister
OSBM, community supervisor, the
Connecticut.
Very
Rev.
Michael
Kuchmiak,
CSsR,
Many political dignitaries are ex
pected to attend the award presentation pastor of St. John's Church; educators
ceremony, including: Gov. Ella Grasso, from the Catholic Elementary and High
Reps. Christopher Dodd (D-Conn.) Schools of Newark; representatives of
and Robert Giamo (D-Conn.). various the public schools system, as well as
state officials, city, n^ayors and leaders 0 narei)ts.and friends., . ,
of Ukrainian'1'organizations. '' R'e'rft -` ' The'progfam'was bpehed with wel^J
. r coming remarks awj. .a^prayer. by;-thi'
И
^ iC".IUliiliVil."n-l!11^'1^1 - - - v - v.

electric updating of an old ballad, their
roots in folk culture began to show
through. Recognizable was the same
Jove of harmonic sequence and clearlydefined phrase-structure that infuses a
Ukrainian folk melody. Their last
number had the audience clapping and
tapping their toes, just like at a wed
ding."
The finale brought the greatest praise
from Mr. Gislason. He said that the
"members of the 'Orlan' troupe spun,
they whirled, they sent their Kozak blue
trousers horse-kicking above their
exuberant grins, putting a high gloss
finish on those culture tiles."
.. Chris Guly of The Tribune said that
the presence of youth at the concert
should be an encouraging sign for the
Ukrainian Canadian community.
"The Ukrainian Canadian com
munity need not worry about the future
of its culture. It is in safe hands with

Students' Club of Manitoba, under the
auspices of the Ukrainian. Canadian
Committee, presented an evening of
Ukrainian contemporary music and
dance," wrote Miss Guly.
Miss Guly wrote that the con
temporary styles , of the performances
were based on traditional motifs.
\
"AH the contemporary styles are
based somewhat on the traditional and
what better basis to start on than the
'Hopak' dance. A climax of color,
velocity and acrobatics, the 'Orlan'
ensemble perhaps captured the best
moments of the evening when they
manipulated their Ukrainian culture to
communicate with the audience in a
frenzy of choreography. The Ukrainian
community could not have asked for a
better conclusion to Ukrainian Week.
'Orlan' just verified the flaming spirit of
tradition burning in the hearts of
Ukrainian youth."

Newark school is impressive in pre-evolution
Rev. Kuchmiak.
Andrew Keybida introduced the
honored guests and read the history of
St. John's school, which was esta
blished in September 1939. Mayor
Kenneth A. Gibson sent a letter expres
sing his regrets for not being able to
attend the program and wished the
school success in its presentation.
Fifty school children dressed in
colorful, traditional Ukrainian cos
tumes, under the direction of
Michael Dobosh, rendered a medley of
Ukrainian songs in a very spirited
fashion.
Sister Neonilia, OSBM, principal of
St. John's school for the past 11 years,
introduced her-faculty and thanked all
participants' in the day's events for their
даор^Че^^і--.-,г–:,
огл.–,.. SA '

Sister Joan Sullivan, head of the
evaluating team introduced the group
of evaluators whose task will be to
appraise the academic program of St.
John's. She stated that she was "moved
to tears" in hearing the splendid choral
rendition of Ukrainian songs by the
school children and expressed her
sincere thanks to Sister Neonilia and
her faculty for their cooperation and
consideration.
Gerard Muench. school counselor, in
describing the philosophy of St. John's
school, said that the general purpose for
its existence is three-fold: first, the
thorough education of students in
academic fields of study; second, the
perfecting of students in the Christian
way of life; and third, the inculcation of
. -... ,,,. vJY(.iy|IUJiKd iHt,pa^cUi j
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Kyrylo Kozhemiaka
(An old Ukrainian legend)
Illustration by P. Andrusiw

Truth and falsehood
(Ukrainian Folk Tale)
Illustration by M. Mychalevych

One day, as Truth was travelling
along a stony road, she met Falsehood
and they decided to continue their
journey together.
After a while, Falsehood said:
"You know what I think, dear
sister? As we go on our way we'll eat
first whatever you have in your basket,
and .then what I have in mine."
"Alright," said Truth.
They travelled many a night and
many a day, untill Truth's basket was
empty.
"1 am so hungry," she said to False
hood. "It's your turn to share the food
in your basket."
"Never!" answered Falsehood. "I
never do what is right and you are silly
if you do. I won't give you anything to
eat even if you're dying of hunger."
Truth was very distressed but hunger
drove her to plead again for food.
"Let me have one of your eyes,"
said Falsehood, "and I'll let you have
some of my food."
So Truth, thinking it would be better
to lose an eye than die of hunger, let
Falsehood take out one of her eyes.
As time passed, Truth grew hungry
again and asked Falsehood for food.
"Let me have your other eye in
exchange," said Falsehood.
And she continued on her journey
alone, leaving Truth blind, sick and
hungry by the roadside.
When night came, Truth climbed
into a tree to be safe from wild beasts.
Suddenly she heard the voices of
young boys and girls.
"Where shall we eat?" asked one.
"Anywhere, under that tree,"
answered another, pointing to the tree
in which Truth was hiding.
"This isn't an ordinary tree," said
another one. "If a blind person
moistens his eyes with the morning dew
from this tree, he will regain his sight."
The young people sat under the tree
eating and drinking and singing songs.
Finally, they went away, leaving a
good deal of food behind.
Then Truth climbed down from the
''tree`ind,a'te,and !drank, Jqr she was
'very hungry and.thirsty. When гдогп–

ing came, she rubbed her eyes with the
dew from the tree and her sight was
restored.
She continued on her way until
evening came, then climbed into a tree
for safety during the night.
Another party of young people,
passing through the woods, chanced to
come that way. Someone said:
"Where shall we eat?"
"Under this tree," said another,
pointing to the tree in which Truth was
hiding.
"It's an unusual tree," another said.
"If a blind person moistens his eyes
with the dew fiom this tree he will see
again. There's a blind princess some
where whose father, the kingrwould
give all his riches to the one who can
cure her."
The young people ate and drank and
sang songs. When they went away,
they left behind the remains of their
feast.
Truth climbed down, and ate and
drank. When morning came she
gathered dew from the tree in a bottle
and set out to find the blind princess.
She travelled a long time and came at
last to the city where the blind princess
lived. The king, hearing of the woman
who had come to cure his daughter,
summoned Truth to be brought to him.
How amazed she was to find False
hood living in the palace as the princess'
companion!
"Sister, how did you get here?"
Truth asked.
"Oh, I journeyed around the world,"
Falsehood answered.
Truth rubbed the eyes of the princess
with the precious dew and the Princess'
sight was restored.
There was great rejoicing in the
court. The king asked Truth where she
had met Falsehood, and Truth told
him about their journey together.
The outraged king ordered False
hood to be tied to the tail of a wind
horse. The horse was set loose, pulling
Falsehood behing around the world.
She never came back.
. ,.,– ,,,

Long, long ago there lived in the city
of Kiev a valiant Prince. And near Kiev
by the river Dnipro, there dwelt a mon
strous dragon. Every year the people of
Kiev had to send as an offering to the
dragon a young maiden or a young
man. And then came the Prince's turn
to give away his daughter. There was
no way out. He had to do what his sub
jects did. So the Prince sent his
daughter to the dragon.
The Princess was very beautiful and
the dragon fell in love with her. Once,
when the dragon was in a good mood,
the Princess asked him:
Startled, Kozhemiaka tore the twelve
"Is there a man in the world who
hides in half and turned angrily to the
could conquer you?"
men. They bowed low saying:
"Yes," said the dragon, "in the city "Our Prince has sent us to you to ask
of Kiev by the river Dnipro there lives a favor..."
such a man. When he builds a fire in
But be neither looked up nor listened.
his grate the smoke |oes straight to He was so angry for tearing these
heaven. And when carrying hides to twelve hides.
soak in the river—for he is a tannerThe old men again began to implore
he takes not one but ten hides at one him to listen. They even got on their
time. As the hides get wet and heavy in knees. But alas! He paid no heed to
the river I swim towards them and them and they went away their heads
snatch (hem but he pulls back so hard bowed down, and sad at heart.
that he nearly drags me out of the river
What to do? Deep grief filled the
together with the hides. So he is the Prince and his entire court.
only man I fear."
Perhaps if they sent younger men to
The Princess now thought only of a him he would take heed and listen.
But Kozhemiaka, only huffed and
way to send a message home and return
to freedom and her father. She had no puffed and all talking was in vain. So
angry
was he because of the torn hides.
treasures but a dove which she raised
during her happy days in Kiev.
Then the Prince thought.of sending
She thought and thought and then
small children to Kozhemiaka., They
wrote a note to her father.
came and knelt down and begged that
"Dear Sire, there lives in Kiev a very he heed their cries. Kozhemiaka could
brave man by the name of Kyrylo endure no more but wept together with
Kozhemiaka. Beseech him, dear Sire, the children and said:
^.,..
by words and by offers of gifts to fight
"Yes, children, HI do that for you."
the dragon and free me from this cap
And he went to the court.
tivity, and I will pray to God for you
"Give me," he said to the Prince,
and for him to the end of my days."
"twenty barrels of tar and twenty carts
So she wrote, placed the note under of hemp."
the dove's wing and let it fly away.
Pitching himself with the tar and
The dove flew up into the sky and wrapping around the hemp, he picked
home to the courtyard of the Prince. up a mace that weighed more than a
Children were playing in the courtyard hundred pounds and went off to fight
and seeing the dove ran to the Prince the dragon.
calling out:
On seeing Kozhemiaka the dragon
"Oh father! Our sister's dove has said: "Did you come to make peace
come Back!"
with m e w war?"
The Prince rejoiced at first and then
"Not peace, you monster, but war!"
after a while said sadly: "The monster answered Kozhemiaka.
has killed my child."
And they began to fight so firecely
Then he caught the dove, lo and that the earth shook.
behold, there was a note under the
And on the high banks of the Dnipro
wing. He read his daughter's note and
people were standing, wringing hands,
called the members of his court.
"Do you know a man by the name awaiting the outcome of the battle,
while in all the churches services were
of Kyrylo Kozhemiaka?"
held and bells were rung.
"Yes, he lives by theriverDnipro."
Suddenly, the earth shook and with
"How can one approach him so that
a heavy thud the dragon fell dead!
he will not take offense?''
The people clapped their hands.
Upon reaching a decision, they sent
to Kozhemiaka a delegation of the
"Glory to God!," they sang.
oldest men of the court. These men
So Kyrylo killed the dragon, freed
came to his cottage and opened the the captive Princess and took her to her
door with fear. Lo and behold! On the father. The Prince was so happy that
floor, with jjis back to the door, he lacked words to express his deep
Kozhemiaka was sitting and stretching gratitude.
with his hands twelve hides, swinging
Since that day, the place, where
, backwards;. and, forwards, і Suddenly,' і Kyrylo killed the dragon is: known as
Olie ofthpoldmen sneezed: Achoo!
"Kozheraiakyi"ii.:;-: oc; itb
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Crown New Haven Malanka queen
WORD JUMBLE
Ukrainian folk instruments
The jumbled words below represent the names of Ukrainian/oik instruments. They
are spelled according to the system employed in "Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia."
They can he identified by rearranging the letters. Letters underlined with a double line
form the mystery words.
TROSEEH
KLOPSAI

,„

OZBAK

-

\U N B A R A D
Natalka Popel (center), the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roman Popel, was crowned
the queen of the 1980 Malanka at the"Ridna Shkola" in New Haven, Conn. Miss
Popel is a member of U N A Branch 54. Christina Mandycz (left) and Christina
Wysowsky were chosen princesses. All three young ladies are students at the New
Haven School of Ukrainian Subjects.

SUM-A youths...
(Continued from page 9)
Against a background of slides depict
ing themes of Christmas, a group of
older girls recited p o e m s and sang
carols from Ukraine, interweaving
remembrances of Christmas traditions
as observed in Ukraine and memories of
those brave souls who fought to keep
Ukraine free. The montage ended with a
prayer to the Christ Child to "wipe away
our tears and give us freedom."
The Rev. Peretiatko, in leading the
prayer before the Holy Supper, asked
God to protect, guide and bless the
Ukrainian youth throughout the world.
All joined in saying "Our Father."
The supper included the traditional
Christmas fare, prepared by the SUM-A

Young UNA'er

parents' committee, headed by Ivan
Gensior. While the guests enjoyed the
meals, the S U M - A dancing group
"Metelytsia," under the direction of
Katia Hrycak and Roman Skala,
sprightly performed a few folk dances.
As the program concluded, the youths
eagerly shook hands with Mr. Moroz
and thanked him for celebrating this
"yalynka" with them. Mr Moroz, in
turn, thanked SUM-A for inviting him
and departed for a scheduled meeting
with members of the local Ukrainian
Student Hromada.
The Rev. Nakonachny led the closing
prayer. Parents and guests still lingered,
caroling and relishing in the joyful spirit
of this memorable "yalynka."
Among the SUM-A youth leaders
who prepared the program were Магу–
ann Szarkewycz, Miss Gensior, Hania
Myhal and Mychajlo Szpyhulsky.

^
„

3

-

BRANTO

^

LUS1H

=

BLYMTASY
lj0

: ` " 'SIRTMXET

-

SB

=

- ^

'

ABRANTA

-

BYRDAM

=

RISVYL

^

The director of a well-known bandurist capella:

Answers to the previous jumble: Terleckas, Badzio, Horbal, Vclikanovo, I.ytvyn,
Sichko, Yakunin, Berdnyk, Ovsienko, Striltsiv, Lesiv.
Mystery word: Sakharov.
HAVE AN INTERESTING JUMBLE? SEND IT IN.

Bohuta The Hero
Illustrations: Pctro Cholodny

Haley Danielle Dunlap, photographed
above at the age of 3 days, recently
became the youngest member of UNA
Branch 305. Haley is the daughter of
Danny and Carol Ann Dunlap, grand
daughter, of Joseph and Marguerite
Henfosh, ahd'.gfreatHgfanddatfghtef of.
the late Michael Hentosh: "

- Зраднику! — крикнув Богу–
та. гнівно натягаючи лука з ча
рівною стрілою.

Цього тільки й бажав собі Гор–
ҐОН, бо стріла з того лука нехибно
влучає кожного, :сто її випустить.

He видержала тятива, тріснула, і
чарівна стріла
впала Вогуті під
ноги.

` "Traitor'i'v cried' Bohiitaf/ atrgtily
Rtting` a magic 'aT)rbW into' hifer bow.

It was just what Gorgan wanted.
The arrow, he knew, would unerring
ly strike'the one Who shot it from
his bow.
- - -' ' ` '

Unable to stand the strain, the
how-string broke and the magtfc arrow`fell at Bohuta's feet. ' '
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Dubno to receive...
(Continued from page 13)

Dodd. a candidate for the U.S. Senate.
will be a main speaker.
Mr. Dubno was appointed commis
sioner of the Department of Revenue
Services on January 2. 1979, after
serving four years as deputy state tax
commissioner. He currently heads a
department of some 500 employees with
the responsibility for collecting all
Connecticut state taxes. Mr. Dubno is a
ЮООООООЄООО

FARLEY MONUMENTS
"NOW SERVING"

THE HOLY SPIRIT
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
for information and Appointment
J O H N R. F A R L E Y
C A M P B E L L H A L L . N.Y. 1 0 9 1 6
,l Telephone:
(914)
294-5381

Г

member of the State Municipal Finance
Advisory Committee and the Advisory
Committee of the University of New
Haven. For several years he was an
instructor in public finance, urban
housing and money and banking at that
university.
By profession, Mr. Dubno is a banker
who, prior to his public service, was a
branch manager and assistant vice
president of the First New Haven
National Bank. As a New Haven resi
dent, Mr. Dubno has a long history of
political and civic involvement includ
ing serving as: vice chairman of the New
Haven Redevelopment Agency, fair
rent commissioner, member of the
Board of Finance and organizer of the
United Way Campaign.
Mr. Dubno is a member of St. Mi
chael's Ukrainian Catholic Church in
New Haven and a past president of St.
Michael's Holy Name Society. He is
also a member of the church's parish
council and chairman of the auditing
committee. He is a member of UNA
Branch 414.

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

\

ANNOUNCES

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1980-81
The scholarships are available to students at an accredited college or university, who have been
members of the Ukrainian National Association for at least two years. Applicants are judged on
the basis of scholastic record, financial need i n d involvement in Ukrainian community and
student life Applications are to be submitted no later than March 31, 1980.

For application form write to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
30 Montgomery Street
ш
Jersey City, N.J. 07302

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

FIFTEENTH
NATIONAL BOWLING
TOURNAMENT
Saturday-Sunday, May 24th and 25th, 1980
Guaranteed prizes for men's and women's team events:
Men's team 1st place - S500; 2nd place - S300
Women's team 1st place - S200; 2nd place - J100
We will provide at least one prize for each 10 entries in the event

TOURNAMENT
Must be active UNA member.
Bowlers from all UNA Branches in the USA and Canada are cordially invited.
Tournament governed by ABC and WIBC Moral Sanction.
May 1. 1980. deadline for all entries.

Lincoln Lane, Route 30, East, Latrobe, Pa. 15650
(412) 5 3 9 1 9 9 1
Singles and Doubles - Saturday. May 24. All Team Events Sunday. May 25.
Applications are available from all UNA Branch secretaries.

Bowlers Social Saturday -

Derry Ukrainian Society

BANQUET
Sunday, May 25th, 7:30 p.m. Per person s 16.00
Derry Ukrainian Society, 3is Dorothy street. Derry, Pa. 15627
Awards will be presented at the Banquet
Make reservations early Ш Dinner m Refreshments ш Dance

Bowlers Headquarters Sheraton Inn. Route 30 East. 100 Sheraton Drive.
Greensburg. Pa. 15601. (412) 836-6060
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L.A. dancers appear
at U.S.-Canadian fete
LOS ANGELES, Calif. - On Sun
day, February 3, the "Yavir" Ukrainian
Dancers of Los Angeles performed in
the 12th annual Canadian-American
Day program at Wardman Park in
Desert Hot Springs, Calif.
This performance was promoted
under the auspices of the Ukrainian
Culture Center of Los Angeles. About
6,000 people attended the. CanadianAmerican festival, according to the
Chamber of Commerce.
After the festival, the "Yavir"dancers
were hosted at a reception at the
Hillview Motel in Desert Hot Springs
by Mr. and Mrs. Peter Buyer and
officers of the Ukrainian Culture Center
of Los. Angeles.

Newark
\

school...

(Continued from page 13)

a love and knowledge of the students'
own Ukrainian rite and culture.
Ann Goot, a faculty member,
presented slides and commentary on the
academic and project activities of each
specific grade.
School children, dressed in Ukraini
an attire, presented a number of color
ful Ukrainian dances and were intro
duced by Nick Borys. Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Salabun direct and teach the
school children twice a week.
The Rev. Kuchmiak concluded the
program with a prayer and thanked all
participants for their attendance.
У

WHY TAX YOURSELF

j

|
1

Let experience work for you.
Contact: Michael Zaplitny,Con-su/tanf

)
1

і
(
j

FIRESIDE TAX CONSULTING
909 Union Street, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11215
(212) 622-1560

і
C
j

Philadelphia students
plan second annual
academic evening
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - Students
in the Philadelphia area have slated
their annual program for Sunday,
March 30, at the Ukrainian Catholic
University center in Elkins Park, Pa.
At last year, efforts are made to
generate popular support for this acade
mic evening. It is sponsored by the
Coalition of Ukrainian Student. Or
ganizations headed by Marko Maly of
Drexel University. The program will be
coordinated by the Temple University
Ukrainian Association. Other clubs and
individual students are urged to volun
teer their help and join the crowd at the
event.
The program will be dedicated to
"repressed arts in Ukraine." Students
desiring to recite poems, sing or per
form short musical numbers should
contact Walter Iwaskiw at (215) 7421944. Readings may be in Ukrainian or
in translation.
Last year the academic evening
attracted over 100 students and alumni.

If you are a
smartyouth
your place is
in Soyuz

Holland -America
and

Ukrainian National
Association
present

ss Rotterdam
7-Day Nassau Cruise
Saturday, May 24, 1980 to Saturday, May 3 1 , 1980
Sailing from New York
m UNA members and their families are cordially invited to |0in this fabulous cruise lor a relaxing week on
the sea. where you will en|oy gracious service and warm Duch hospitality, as well as a two-day stopover
in Nassau where shopping is a delight and the romantic island offers you fine sand beaches, deep sea
fishing, golf, fennis and paradise island with its dazzling gambling casino and nighttime excitement.
a This 38.000 ton ship has 11 fully air-conditioned passenger decks. It oflers you a vast range of facilities
for your pleasure and comfort - spacious staterooms - deck sports - two swimming pools - movi.
theatre - three sumptuous meals - professional variety shows - 2 orchestras lor dancing - gambling
casino - discolheque and much more
U This spectacular vacation cruise is geared specifically to our UNA members and their families Come join
the fun! Meet your UNA friends and make new ones! You'll do exactly what you want to do at your own
pace! You'll have a delightful time!
a Reservations deadline
MARCH 3 1 . 1980!

For further information write or call
Helen B. Olek. National Bowling Tournament Committee. 7644 W. Rosedale Avenue.
Chicago. III. 60631 (312) 631-4625
Andrew Krinock. Tournament Chairman; 927 Main Street. Latrobe. Pa. 15650
(412) 539-7792
Betty Mrozenski, Tournament Secretary. 209 Shade St.. Derry. Pa 15627
(412) 694-8054
Ukrainian National Association. P O. Box 76. 30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City. N.J. 07303 (201) 451-2200

ш For complete details call or write today to our Tour
Oirector:

Andrew Keybida
1 9 Rutgers Street

Maplewood, N.J. 07040
Tel.: (201) 762-2827

ss Rotterdam

